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Executive summary  
Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been around since the 1950s, but its potential is yet 

to be fully realized. Our findings suggests that AI can augment human intelligence 

and allow for more efficient and rational decision-making processes, given that 

the contingencies are effectively addressed. Inspired by the literature on 

organizational decision-making and AI, our study is grounded in the belief that 

understanding AI's impact on decision-making requires not just a technical 

understanding of AI, but also a deep exploration of its integration and implications 

within an organizational context. As such, we conducted interviews with various 

experts and users, utilizing a cross-case analysis to answer the following research 

question: 

 

How do machine learning and natural language processing augment 

operational decision-making processes in organizations? 

 

This gave us valuable insights into the perceived definition of AI, attitudes and 

expectations toward AI, and the benefits and challenges of AI in organizational 

decision-making. Juxtaposing this with the theoretical foundation, we discuss our 

most important theoretical findings: 1. Rationality and Accuracy, 2. Trust in AI, 3. 

Organizational Structure and Strategic Goals, and 4. Problem Comprehension. 

Following this, we provide a list of managerial recommendations, in addition to 

addressing possible limitations with the study and suggestions for further research. 

As such, we provide a holistic understanding of the dynamic factors and 

intricacies central to successfully augmenting organizational decision-making 

processes with AI. 
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1.0 Introduction 
Decision-making processes can be defined as the process of selection between 

alternatives, in which the choice implies a commitment to action (Langley et al., 

1995). Only 50-75 years ago, the central processor of decision-making in 

businesses was human judgment based on intuition, experience, and gut instinct 

(Colson, 2019). However, thanks to multiple decades of research on decision-

making, we now have a detailed picture of how human judgment is bounded and 

that intuition-based decision-making is inherently flawed (eg. Milkman et al., 

2009; Simon, 1979; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974; 1986). These flaws stem from 

cognitive biases and judgmental heuristics common to human decision-making 

under uncertainty, such as the ones linked to representativeness, availability, 

adjustment, and anchoring, to name a few (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). 

Although they can lead to systematic and predictable errors (eg. Tversky & 

Kahneman, 1974; Simon, 1957), they can allow for efficient and accurate 

decision-making processes in several contexts (Czerlinski, 1999; Gigerenzer & 

Gaissmaier, 2011).  

 

One way of addressing the fallacies of human decision-making is to utilize 

Artificial Intelligence, as it is less prone to cognitive biases of humans (Colson, 

2019). Kolbjørnsrud et al. (2017) define Artificial intelligence as “IT systems that 

sense, comprehend, act and learn” (p. 43). Its potential lies in the fact that, 

compared to humans, AI-based machines are faster, more accurate, consistent, and 

do not get tired (Shrestha et al., 2019). With the recent breakthroughs in machine 

learning techniques, particularly in deep learning (LeCun et al., 2015), the global 

market is expected to be valued at almost $1400 billion US dollars by 2029, 

growing over elevenfold from today’s value (Fortune Business Insight, 2022). 

Incorporating AI algorithms into workflows can allow for more consistent and 

objective decisions in certain contexts, but its utility might be limited due to bias, 

data, and transparency issues (Colson, 2019; Shrestha et al., 2019). In addition, 

these systems also lack intuition, emotion, and cultural sensitivity (Cremer & 

Kasparov, 2021). As a result, AI has the capability, when used correctly, to 

augment human intelligence. By ‘augmenting human intelligence’, we build on 
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the work of Engelbart (1962), that augmenting human intelligence means to 

“increase the capability of a man to approach a complex problem situation… and 

to derive solutions to problems” (p. 1). As such, based on existing research, 

combining AI and human intelligence seems to be the golden standard for the 

years to come.  

 

With the introduction of ground-breaking natural language processing chatbots 

such as ChatGPT (OpenAI, 2023a), the impact of AI is inevitable. The rapid 

development of advanced and opaque AI solutions has, however, stirred up noise 

amongst academics, companies, and nations, evident by Italy’s recent ban on the 

use of ChatGPT (Financial Express, 2023; Jawad, 2023; McCallum, 2023). 

Although the ban was lifted rather quickly, it highlights the tension around the use 

of AI (Robertson, 2023), as it is being developed faster than regulatory organs can 

follow. This has led to an increasingly popular movement that aims to pause any 

development of models more powerful than GPT-4 for six months (Future of Life 

Institute, 2023; Kahn, 2023). With more than 33 000 signatures (at the time of 

writing) (Future of Life Institute, 2023), including major names such as Elon 

Musk and Steve Wozniak (Kahn, 2023), the proposed ban aims to allow for 

careful consideration of potential risks of advanced AI models, in addition to 

allowing for the development of safety measures (Future of Life Institute, 2023). 

1.1 Purpose and Objectives  
The aim of this dissertation is to analyze several AI use cases across different 

companies and stakeholders, based on AI and decision-making literature. More 

specifically, we want to get a thorough understanding of the organizational 

advantages and disadvantages that promote or inhibit the development and the 

implementation of AI. As about 80-90% of all AI investments yield no 

organizational value (Gartner, 2018), a mission of ours is to contribute to the 

rate’s decline. This includes, but is not limited to, examining how the AI 

innovation took place in organizations; the change management aspects of 

introducing AI; problem-solving aspects - to observe whether AI was applied with 

a well-reasoned problem in mind; and what advice the different case participants 
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have for other companies that plan or want to implement AI into their operations. 

Therefore, our study is not only descriptive, but also highly prescriptive.  

 

As all organizations are different (Barney, 1991) and thus have different 

prerequisites for reaping the benefits of AI and handling the disadvantages of 

arising challenges, we expect that there will be differences as to how AI will 

shape companies and their competitive environments. Although the prevalence of 

AI has increased drastically in the last couple of years, our understanding of AI’s 

impact on companies is limited (Scarpetta, 2023). Therefore, our study aims to 

enhance the understanding of the intricacies of AI and how it affects organizations 

by filling the gaps in the existing literature, as identified in subchapter 2.3.6. 

1.2 Research Question 
University of Southern California (n.d.) defines a research question as “a definite 

or clear expression [statement] about an area of concern, a condition to be 

improved upon… that exists in scholarly literature, in theory, or within existing 

practice that points to a need for meaningful understanding and deliberate 

investigation.” Furthermore, this provides the basis for the choice of research 

design and procedures. To illuminate the purpose and objective of the study, we 

arrived at the following research question: 

 

How do machine learning and natural language processing augment operational 

decision-making processes in organizations?  

 

Although we acknowledge the fact that machine learning is a central part of 

natural language processing (NLP) models, in this thesis we divide them into two 

different areas to easier clarify and separate the different usage areas in our cases. 

The reason is that these are fundamentally different, as machine learning 

encompasses a broader range of techniques and applications beyond language 

understanding, while NLP focuses specifically on the challenges posed by human 

language and requires specialized methods to extract meaning and context. 
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As of today, the use of AI is mostly limited to operational decision-making, with 

strategic decision-making lagging behind, but rapidly growing (Borges et al., 

2021; Perifanis & Kitsios, 2023). As all the cases we found and analyzed are 

operational use cases of AI, this became a natural limitation of our study. In 

addition, we limited our study to machine learning (ML) algorithms and natural 

language processing (NLP), as these were the prevalent AI technologies in our 

chosen cases.  

 

Despite our main concern with how AI augments decision-making, we recognize 

that there are several hindrances and limitations to successful implementation. 

These are critical to understand as managers and employees in every organization 

face the difficulties of implementing AI in decision-making to avoid being at a 

competitive disadvantage in the years to come. These difficulties can include, but 

are not limited to, biased algorithms, black box and explainability challenges, and 

other technical, ethical, economic, and regulatory constraints (Snow & Fjeldstad, 

2023; Shrestha et al., 2019). As these factors are critical to get right for AI to yield 

value for companies and users, they became a natural part of our study.  

 

In understanding the impact of AI on organizational decision-making, it is 

essential to distinguish between augmentation, as we build our thesis on, and 

automation (Davenport & Kirby, 2016). Automation refers to the process in which 

tasks, primarily those considered to be routine-based, predictable, and less 

complex, are entirely transferred from human workers to AI systems, thereby 

reducing human intervention to a bare minimum (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014). 

Augmentation, on the other hand, can be a more collaborative model, in which 

humans utilize AI tools to enhance their cognitive abilities and productivity by 

complementing each other's strengths and weaknesses (Davenport & Ronanki, 

2018; Engelbart, 1962). In essence, one is then able to utilize the best abilities 

from both worlds, and as such, enhance an organization's decision-making 

capabilities (Agrawal, Gans, & Goldfarb, 2018; Davenport & Ronanki, 2018; 

Engelbart, 1962). 
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While the formulation of our research question is in the present tense, we also 

want to address how augmentation will work in the years to come as sustainability 

has arisen as a critical global challenge. As sustainability related issues are 

addressed most effectively through changes in attitudes or technological 

innovation (Xiao & Su, 2022), we aim to explore how organizations view AI tools 

as an approach to improve sustainability. At the same time, we aspire to provide 

additional understandings of the potential trade-offs and unintended negative 

consequences of AI implementation on sustainability.  

1.3 Structure  
Our paper begins by reviewing the current literature on AI and organizational 

decision-making independently, and then connecting these in the subsequent 

section to establish a thorough understanding. Following this, we explain the 

research methodology and the decisions we have made while designing and 

conducting this study. This includes an overview of the 11 selected cases and 

more detailed descriptions of each. Then, we present the most central findings 

through thematic analysis, before engaging in a discussion where we juxtapose 

this with the existing literature. We also discuss the limitations of our work and 

provide suggestions for future research. Finally, we conclude our paper by 

reviewing our main contributions to the research question.  

2.0 Literature Review 
In our study we aim to observe how machine learning and natural language 

processing augment operational decision-making processes in organizations. As 

such, we will review the two streams of literature that build the foundation of this 

thesis, namely artificial intelligence, and organizational decision-making. Then, 

we will look at the two separate streams in conjunction in order to evaluate the 

current academic state of the use of AI in organizational decision-making and its 

limitations. 
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2.1 Artificial Intelligence 

2.1.1 Definitions, Historical Evolution, and Recent Developments 
Humans can use available information as well as reasoning to solve problems, so 

why cannot machines do the same thing? This was the question contemplated by 

Alan Turing (1950) in his seminal paper: "Computing Machinery and 

Intelligence". It was not until the Dartmouth Conference in 1956, however, that 

the term AI surfaced for the first time (McCarthy et al., 1955). Since then, the 

field of AI has experienced periods of alternating progress and stagnation, 

commonly referred to as “AI Winters” and “AI Summers” (Haenlein & Kaplan, 

2019; Russell & Norvig, 2009). In combination with these ‘seasons’, each era in 

the history of AI has been characterized by a shift in focus, primarily driven by 

the constraints of previous methodologies and the advancements in computational 

resources and data availability (Anyoha, 2020). 

 

Initially, the pioneers of AI aimed to develop machines capable of simulating all 

aspects of human intelligence by precisely describing any feature of intelligence 

that a machine could emulate (McCarthy et al., 1955). The ambition to mimic 

human intelligence, however, proved to be overly ambitious and led to a shift of 

focus to the development of a rule-based system where predefined rules could be 

applied to a dataset (Haenlein & Kaplan, 2019). Building on the limitations of this 

method, machine learning and statistical based methods capable of processing 

larger amounts of data emerged as a dominant approach by the 1980s and 90s 

(Nilsson, 2010). In recent years, the field of AI has seen a renewed surge of 

interest, largely driven by advancements in computational power, storage, and 

cloud technologies (Jordan & Mitchell, 2015). The biggest factor for the revival, 

however, is the breakthroughs in machine learning techniques, particularly deep 

learning (LeCun et al., 2015). By leveraging neural networks with several layers, 

deep learning algorithms have achieved unprecedented success in areas like image 

and speech recognition, and natural language processing (LeCun et al., 2015). 

Despite its origins in computer science, AI has evolved to intersect with a variety 

of disciplines, such as linguistics, psychology, and philosophy (Dartnall, 1994). 
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This interdisciplinary nature has led to the emergence of multiple AI definitions, 

where a single definition seems to be unagreeable among scholars, industries, and 

firms (Littman et al., 2021). Some scholars suggest that the absence of a clear, 

universal definition has been advantageous for the development of the field since 

practitioners, researchers, and developers are guided by a general understanding 

rather than following a strict and limited route (Littman et al., 2021). In this thesis, 

we build our study on Kolbjørnsrud et al. (2017) definition that "artificial 

intelligence refers to IT systems that sense, comprehend, act and learn” (p. 43).  

Much like the lack of a universally accepted definition of AI, the same 

phenomenon is present when defining the ‘intelligence’ component of AI. The 

spectrum of definitions is broad, from ones leaning heavily on mathematical 

terminology as discussed by Legg and Hutter (2007), to those that reference the 

cognitive abilities of animals like cats and dogs, as suggested by Goertzel and 

Wang (2007). In this study, however, we align with Wang’s (1995) definition, that 

intelligence is “the ability of an information processing system to adapt to its 

environment with insufficient knowledge and resources” (Wang, 1995, p. 22). 

2.1.2 AI Fundamentals  
Artificial Intelligence can be divided into two main categories: 1) General or 

strong AI, and 2) Narrow or weak AI. In category 1, machines can replicate 

human abilities such as understanding, thinking, and feeling. In category 2, 

machines can perform certain specific tasks with the same, or higher level of 

proficiency than humans (Fieseler & Bucher, 2022). While General AI has yet to 

be implemented, many experts believe it will be achieved in the near future 

(Roser, 2023). According to Russell (2023), there are currently ideas for general-

purpose AI that can perform a variety of tasks across different domains, and if 

humans were to succeed, this can “lift the living standard of everyone on earth”.  
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Figure 1 - The Relationship Between AI, NLP, ML and DL (Source: AthenaTech, 

2019) 

 

Machine learning is the most popular subset of AI. It is a set of computer 

algorithms that can detect complex relationships or patterns from empirical data, 

and among other things and what we are looking into in this thesis, provide the 

foundation to make reliable decisions (Sarker, 2021a). In the first stage of 

machine learning development, training, an algorithm is generated from a data set 

containing inputs and their corresponding outputs. This algorithm can be used to 

reproduce the examples provided. In the second stage, inference, the algorithm is 

employed in the application, and user inputs are turned into outputs via the 

application (Fieseler & Bucher, 2022). Machine learning has three subsets: 

Supervised learning in which each input example is marked with its expected 

output value, unsupervised learning where only inputs are given without any 

correct answer, and reinforcement learning in which an agent learns by gaining 

feedback from an environment through supervised signals (Fieseler & Bucher, 

2022). 

 

Deep learning is a subset of machine learning that has gained a lot of attention in 

the field of AI recently (Fieseler & Bucher, 2022). It eliminates some of the pre-
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processing of inputs by learning feature representations from raw data and is 

capable of handling large data sets (MIT, 2019). The goal of this method is to 

reproduce the human brain and its billions of neurons and connected synapses 

(IBM Cloud Education, 2020). This version works by having inputs pass through 

multiple hidden layers that calculate weighted sums and biases, triggering neurons 

in the next layer if threshold values are met according to the activation function 

(Janiesch et al., 2021). These networks of neurons are trained by “iteratively 

running a network on examples sampled from very large datasets and then 

updating the network parameters... to improve performance.” (Fieseler & Bucher, 

2022, p. 139). Deep learning has been successful in designing features for various 

AI applications such as speech recognition, image recognition, and natural 

language understanding; surpassing many traditional machine learning algorithms 

(LeCun et al., 2015).  

Natural language processing is a subfield of artificial intelligence, that is based on 

both machine learning and deep learning. NLP aims to enable computers to mimic 

human linguistic behavior, for it to understand, interpret, and generate human 

language (Khurana et al., 2022). Since NLP emerged in the 1950s, tech companies 

and researchers have leveraged various techniques from linguistics, computer 

science, and artificial intelligence to continuously develop more advanced models 

capable of deciphering language structures (Nadkarni et al., 2011).  

As illustrated in Figure 1, AI consists of a range of different subsets. In this thesis, 

however, we are mainly focused on predictive analytics, classification analytics 

and NLP. As such, when mentioning AI in the text, these are the subsets of AI we 

are referring to.  

2.1.2.1 Predictive and Classification Analytics  

Predictive analysis and classification analysis are both subfields of machine 

learning. While prediction analytics enables users to make accurate predictions 

about future events and trends based on patterns and trends observed in historical 

data (Kumar & Garg, 2018), classification analytics enables users to close to real-

time identify trends and categorize data (Tam et al., 2017). Most commonly, these 

tools are based on regression and classification models (Lepenioti et al., 2020). 
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Rooted in statistics and computer science (Kumar & Garg, 2018), predictive 

analytics and classification analytics involves several steps (Kelleher et al., 2020). 

In a simple scenario, the first step typically involves data preparation, whereby the 

data is cleaned, integrated, and transformed. After this, the data is divided into 

training and testing sets. The training set is used to develop the model, while the 

testing set is used to evaluate the model's accuracy. Once the data is ready, it is 

then important to select the appropriate machine learning algorithm, which is 

dependent on the problem being addressed. The model can then be developed. 

This step involves training the selected algorithm on the training set, so it can 

learn how to make valid predictions. The accuracy of the model can be tested on 

the testing set. This allows the user to see how well the model has learned 

underlying patterns in the training set for the purpose of identifying trends. 

Finally, the model is deployed on a new data set (Kelleher et al., 2020; Kumar & 

Garg, 2018). 

2.1.2.2 Natural Language Processing 

The subfield of NLP can be broadly categorized into two main areas: namely 

natural language understanding and natural language generation (Jurafsky & 

Martin, 2019). According to Brown et al. (2020), Vaswani et al. (2017) and Wolfe 

(2022) natural language understanding typically, in a simplified manner, consists 

of 5 stages, where the first stage is tokenization. This enables the computer to 

break a document down into separate words. The second step in contextual 

understanding, where a model interprets the meaning of words and phrases based 

on their context. While earlier models explicitly used methods such stemming, 

lemmatization, speech tagging, entity tagging, newer models such at GPT-3 and 

GPT-4 learn these abilities from its training data. The third step is self-attention 

mechanism, which allows the model to weigh the importance of different words in 

a sentence when trying to predict the next word. The fourth step is training. To 

train a model to generate text, these steps, together with existing texts and 

documents are used. According to Delua (2021), one of the most traditionally 

commonly used methods for training NLP models is supervised learning. Here, a 

model is trained on a manually labeled dataset by iteratively making predictions 

on the data and adjusting for the correct answer. Recent advancements in NLP, 
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however, have been driven by deep learning techniques with semi-supervised and 

unsupervised learning, such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and 

transformers. The fifth and final step is fine-tuning, which enables the model to 

train on specific tasks such as summarizing and translation, using a smaller, task-

specific dataset.  

These models have shown remarkable progress in language understanding and 

generation tasks. For instance, OpenAI's GPT-3 and GPT-4 models, which are 

transformer-based language models, have shown impressive results in language 

generation tasks, such as writing essays, news articles, and poetry (OpenAI, 

2023b). In addition to this, it can also answer questions, translate languages, and 

generate computer code (OpenAI, 2023a). 

The development of pre-trained language models, such as BERT and RoBERTa, 

is another notable advancement in the field of language modeling. Models such as 

these are trained on massive amounts of text data and are therefore able to be fine-

tuned to be suitable for specific tasks with relatively little additional data. As 

illustrated by Devlin et al. (2019) and Khurana et al. (2022), models such as these 

result in a significant improvement in the performance of NLP tasks such as text 

classification, sentiment analysis, and named entity recognition. 

2.2 Organizational Decision-Making 
Decision-making processes are integral parts of an organization and are carried 

out all the time. Although these can be relatively insignificant when viewed 

separately, they can accumulate and have drastic impacts on organizations 

(Jacobsen & Thorsvik, 2019). These can encompass smaller and more operational 

decisions related to how to approach a potential customer, or bigger and more 

strategic decisions related to what markets to pursue in the future. Getting certain 

decisions wrong can result in catastrophic consequences for an organization, 

which is amplified by research that shows that up to half of all decisions made by 

leaders are incorrect (Nutt, 2008). Moreover, psychological research has 

highlighted the numerous “limitations” of human decision-making, including 

aspects of bounded rationality and biases (Boal & Meckler, 2010; March, 1978; 
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Milkman et al., 2009; Simon, 1979; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974), but also how 

heuristics can be an efficient decision-making strategy (eg. Czerlinski et al., 1999; 

Gigerenzer & Gaissmaier, 2011). Other work has shown how decision-making 

processes interact with organizational context, personal and situational 

characteristics (eg. Evans, 2008; Jacobsen & Thorsvik, 2019; Lerner et al., 2015; 

Nutt, 2011), and how earlier decisions can lead to path-dependence (March, 1991; 

Nelson & Winter, 1982; Sydow et al., 2009). 

  

When it comes to the process of decision-making, we can define it as all actions 

or assessments that lead to the selection (intentions) and implementation (action) 

of a decision (Langley, 1995). According to Simon (1960), a decision-making 

process can be divided into three steps: 1) Intelligence: Identifying a problem and 

gathering data, 2) Design: Analysis and the generation of alternatives, 3) Choice: 

Selection of alternatives. Expanding on the work of Simon (1960), we choose to 

include two additional steps to include the learning aspect of the decision-making 

process: 4) Implementation of the alternative, and 5) Evaluation of whether the 

measures worked as they were supposed to (Jacobsen & Thorsvik, 2019). As 

learning is a cyclical loop rather than a one-directional process, learning loops 

enable an organization to obtain a deeper understanding by allowing the 

consolidation of previous knowledge (Dierkes et al., 2003). It is worth noting, 

however, that not all decision-making processes can be viewed as a loop, which is 

why Figure 2 includes a dotted line connecting step 5 to step 1. 
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Figure 2 – The Stages of the Decision-Making Processes. (Adapted from 

Jacobsen & Thorsvik, 2019, p. 300 and Simon, 1960, p. 1). 

2.2.1 Bounded Rationality and Heuristics  
Common to decision-making theories is the idea that humans act rationally 

(Simon, 1945). This leads us to the critical distinction between perfect rationality, 

in which a human is characterized as an “economic man”, and bounded 

rationality, in which a human is an “administrative man”. The former shows how 

humans in a predictable and “perfect” world should make decisions, but research 

has pointed out in various ways that this does not represent real-world scenarios 

(Boal & Meckler, 2010; Kahneman, 2011; March, 1978; Milkman et al., 2009; 

Simon, 1964; 1966; 1979; Tversky & Kahneman, 1984; 2000; Weick, 2009). 

Therefore, bounded rationality was proposed as a more realistic view of human 

decision-making, which addresses the issues of never having full information 
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about a case, and that one rarely has clear goals and preferences (Pfiffner, 1960). 

This model is characterized by satisficing decision behavior (Steptoe‐Warren et 

al., 2011, Simon, 1945; 1957), rather than the maximizing one, meaning that the 

alternative that is satisfactory is chosen. This means that the information one is 

exposed to, in which order alternatives are presented, and the rules and norms that 

are used to choose between alternatives, are important for what alternative is 

chosen (Simon, 1947).  

 

 
Perfect Rationality Bounded Rationality 

Identifying Problem 

and Gathering Data 

Has a clear 

understanding of the 

situation, has clear goals 

and information about 

all alternative solutions 

Attempts to analyze the 

situation, determine 

goals and seeks 

information about some 

alternative solutions 

Analysis and 

Generating 

Alternatives 

Considers alternatives 

according to what the 

best result is 

Considers some 

alternatives and 

consequences 

sequentially 

Selection of 

Alternatives 

Selects the alternative 

that gives the best 

results in relation to 

goals 

Selects the first 

alternative that gives a 

satisfactory result in 

relation to goals 

Implementation 

Has extensive 

knowledge and available 

resources to implement 

decision 

Lacks knowledge and 

available resources to 

implement decision 

Evaluation 

Evaluates the decision-

making process to learn 

and improve 

Neglects evaluation and 

do not learn and improve 

as much from the 

process 
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Table 1: The Key Differences Between Bounded Rationality and Perfect 

Rationality (Adapted from Jacobsen & Thorsvik, 2019, pp. 302 & 304 and Simon, 

1960, p. 1).  

 

As part of the classical view, heuristics have been linked to errors, lower 

accuracy, and irrationality, for instance shown in the works of Tversky & 

Kahneman (1974) on biases and heuristics, and Evans’ (2008) work on system 2 

theories. First, the former authors argue how the use of heuristics can lead to 

biases and suboptimal decisions through availability, representativeness, and 

anchoring and adjustment heuristics. Similarly, the latter author connects 

heuristics from various theoretical views to errors and biases in system 1 decision-

making; “processes that are unconscious, rapid, automatic and high capacity”, and 

connect more accurate and rational decision-making to system 2; “conscious, 

slow, and deliberative” processes. Common to both is that we would be better off 

avoiding these biases and errors by striving for perfect rationality or system 2 

thinking (Kahneman, 2011).  

 

The classical reason for using heuristics has been that they save effort and time, 

but at the expense of accuracy (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974; Payne et al., 1993, 

Shah & Oppenheimer, 2008). This can be rationalized because of the varying 

importance of decisions, as some cannot justify the effort with system 2 decision-

making processes, and due to the cognitive capacity limitations of humans, for 

instance, that humans can be overloaded with complex information (Tversky & 

Kahneman, 1974). Although it might seem like humans make countless errors and 

might be better off handling several aspects of the decision-making process to 

machines, Kahneman (2011) attributes these errors to the urge to make quick 

decisions. Further, he proposes that if one neglects this urge and slows down, one 

will act more rationally.  

 

Heuristics are a central part of bounded rationality and organizational decision-

making because the contingencies for rational models are rarely met in the real 

world (Gigerenzer & Gaissmaier, 2011). Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier (2011) 

defined these as “strategies that ignore information to make decisions faster, more 
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frugally, and/or more accurately than complex methods.” (p. 45). The authors 

stress the importance of these satisficing strategies and why they should be 

considered as an equally important mental tool alongside logic and statistics. The 

reason for this is that “heuristics can be more accurate than more complex 

strategies even though they process less information”, characterized as “less-is-

more” effects (p. 474). As illustrated in Figure 3, an inverse U-shaped relationship 

was found between accuracy and the amount of information, computation, or 

time. This means that system 2 processes and following more classically 

“rational” decision-making models do not always lead to better decision-making 

quality. For instance, relying on one heuristic, such as “take-the-best” (Czerlinski 

et al., 1999), can lead to higher predictive accuracy than that of multiple 

regression models in environments of moderate to high uncertainty (Hogarth & 

Karelaia, 2007) and redundancy between mental cues (Dieckmann & Rieskamp, 

2007).  

 

 
Figure 3 - Inverted U-shape: “Less-is-more” (Source: Adapted from Gigerenzer 

& Gaissmaier, 2011). 

 

To counteract the drawbacks of heuristic decision-making processes and bounded 

rationality, Stobierski (2019) identifies the importance of identifying and utilizing 

the correct data to create the foundation of an informed and rational decision. As 

such, data-driven decision-making requires collecting and analyzing the right data 
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to ensure that decisions are based on accurate and up-to-date information 

(Stobierski, 2019). To achieve this, Sarker (2021b) identifies a variety of 

techniques and methods for collecting and analyzing data, such as data mining, 

predictive analytics, and artificial intelligence. 

2.2.2 Organizational and Situational Context  
Decision-makers in organizations need to consider what is right to do in the 

context of the organization, which March (1994) coined as “the logic of 

appropriateness”. This concerns an individual’s understanding of its role in the 

organization, what characterizes the situation, the company, and what the 

organizational member should do in a situation (March, 1994; Simon, 1945). 

Although this is an ideal decision-making strategy for organizational members, 

one cannot guarantee that employees will follow this. A well-known example is 

sub-optimization, in which a part of a company prioritizes its own success to the 

detriment of the company’s performance (Cambridge Dictionary, n.d.).  

 

Organizational decision-making can be affected by goals and strategies, formal 

structure, culture, power structures, information technology (IT), personal and 

situational characteristics (Jacobsen & Thorsvik, 2019; Shepherd & Rudd, 2014), 

and emotions (Lerner et al., 2015; Simon, 1967). Although we recognize that all 

of these can significantly influence organizational decision-making, we are mainly 

concerned with strategy, IT, and situational characteristics, such as uncertainty, 

complexity, and speed concerns, which are already addressed. IT is naturally 

discussed in the next sub-chapter, 2.3. 

 

Chandler (1962) defines strategy as “the determination of the basic long-term 

goals of an enterprise, and the adoption of courses of action and the allocation of 

resources necessary for carrying out these goals” (p. 13). Central in the strategy 

research paradigm is the seminal work of Michael E. Porter (1985) on strategic 

positions and how organizations can achieve competitive advantages by following 

one of the generic strategies: cost leadership, differentiation, and focus. By 

choosing one of these strategies, the information search part of a decision-making 

process will be biased towards said strategy (Cyert & March, 1963). For instance, 
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if a company has a sustainability-related strategy, it is likely that information 

search processes will be biased toward sustainability issues and place less 

emphasis on other aspects of the search process. The more specific and 

unambiguous the strategies and goals are, the more they will constrain the 

decision-making of employees and increase the predictability of outcomes (Cyert 

& March, 1963). Central to strategy is effective resource allocations, which can 

have important implications for organizations wanting to innovate and implement 

AI. 

2.3 Artificial Intelligence in Organizational Decision-Making 
More than 50 years ago, Herbert A. Simon (1973), along with other organizational 

theorists, pointed to the potential of IT to revolutionize how decisions are made in 

organizations: “He [the human] is more and more an observer... and repairman for 

a nearly autonomous process that can carry on for significant intervals of time 

without direct human intervention” (p. 269). Also, through computers’ enormous 

potential for data collection and processing, it was claimed that organizations 

could move to a new level of rationality (Simon, 1973). Theorists were very 

optimistic at the time as the progress in computing technology was rapid, with the 

likes of Marvin Minsky predicting in 1967 that AI will be “substantially solved” 

within a generation. Despite the positive outlook, this would take much longer 

than anticipated (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2017). 

 

With the recent developments in AI-based technologies, we are now seeing a 

revolution in how organizational decisions are made. By partly or fully 

automating and augmenting decision-making processes, AI can, if developed and 

implemented correctly, help organizations improve efficiency, reduce costs, 

increase accuracy, create new information, pursue new opportunities, and make 

better decisions (Mollick, 2022; Borges et al., 2021; Shrestha et al., 2019; Colson, 

2019; Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2017). In addition, with decision quality 

approaching human-like intelligence in specific problem domains, AI has become 

an increasingly popular tool for organizations across a range of industries. The 

openness and maturity towards intelligent systems, however, varies greatly within 

organizations. Kolbjørnsrud et al. (2017) found that 46% of top-level managers 
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would trust the advice of intelligent systems when making decisions, whereas 

only 14% of first-line managers would. The authors found that the level of trust 

toward intelligent systems is closely connected with the inherent understanding 

and familiarity of the system itself. In their study, the authors found that 61% of 

managers expressed the need to understand how the system works in order to 

establish trust, and 57% highlighted that a proven track record would allow them 

to trust in the system (Kolbjørnsrud et al., 2017).  

 

In addition to this, there are significant drawbacks and risks that have been 

highlighted in previous literature that need to be addressed, in order to achieve a 

sustainable and responsible use of AI (Shrestha et al., 2019; Castelvecchi, 2016; 

Emanuel & Wachter, 2019; Mathew et al., 2021; Wilks, 2019). According to 

Jacobsen and Thorsvik (2019), there will always be a need for people who can 

make discretionary decisions, and that no data system can guarantee good 

decisions. Evident by NLP models possibility of ‘hallucinating’ and generating 

factually wrong data (Ji et al., 2023). As such, a data system may be able to 

provide information, but it does not necessarily have the be good and valid 

information (Jacobsen & Thorsvik, 2019). 

2.3.1 Complementarity Between Humans and Machines  
Humans excel at making decisions that benefit or require tacit knowledge, or in 

other words, knowledge that cannot easily be articulated and stored (Cambridge 

Dictionary, 2023a; Metcalf et al., 2019). Explicit knowledge, on the other hand, is 

knowledge that can easily be codified and stored (Cambridge Dictionary, 2023b). 

When conducting a comprehensive analysis, a significant amount of data has to be 

reviewed in order to find a pattern. As such, humans are likely to experience 

memory limitations when processing a considerable amount of explicit knowledge 

(Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). Computers, on the other hand, excel at processing 

explicit knowledge (Metcalf et al., 2019). Thus, introducing the notion that in 

combination, when machines and people are connected in the decision-making 

process, greater intelligence, and higher quality decisions are achievable 

(Cannavacciuolo et al., 2015; Davenport & Ronanki, 2018; Engelbart, 1962; 

Harlow, 2018; Schoemaker & Tetlock, 2017; Shrestha et al., 2019).  
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Shrestha et al. (2019) examined how human decision-making in organizations is 

affected by AI-based decision-making algorithms and compared them across five 

decision-making conditions: 1. Specificity of the decision search space, 2. 

Interpretability of the decision-making process and outcome, 3. Size of the 

alternative set, 4. Decision-making speed, and 5. Replicability of outcomes. First, 

a human can exercise tacit judgment and intuition to address ill-structured 

decision objectives. In contrast, today’s AI algorithms are dependent on a well-

structured decision space, representing narrow AI. Second, a human can easily 

explain and justify their decision-making process, although this might not be 

“accurate, truthful, or comprehensive” and vulnerable to biased retrospective 

sense-making (p. 4). AI algorithms, conversely, utilize complex optimization 

techniques to identify patterns in data, but lack explainability, interpretability, and 

thus, the ability to detect biases, avoid them and generate trust. This is known as 

“black box” models, in which the process of converting inputs to outputs lacks 

transparency. Third, AI algorithms can be uniformly applied across millions of 

alternatives, which is not physically possible for a human to achieve as we would 

likely be overwhelmed (Iyengar & Lepper, 2000), and have a higher chance of 

making the wrong choice (Inbar et al., 2011) and leading to a state of paralysis 

(Langley, 1995). Fourth, as system 2 reasoning and speed have been discussed 

previously, we will exclude this point from this discussion. However, it is 

noteworthy that Shrestha et al. (2019) mirror Tversky & Kahneman (1974) and 

Kahneman’s (2011) view on how fast and heuristic decision-making represents 

fundamental errors, making the argument that when humans are fast, they are 

often irrational. Lastly, AI algorithms will produce consistent outputs based on 

consistent inputs, whereas humans lack this replicability because of 

aforementioned cognitive reasons, such as fatigue.  

2.3.2 Decision-Making Structures 
IT's greatest impact on organizations is the complete or partial automation of 

some decisions, where several researchers have proposed different frameworks of 

automation (Colson, 2019; Shrestha et al., 2019; Jacobsen & Thorsvik, 2019). 

Common to these models is the objective of leveraging the respective strengths of 
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AI algorithms and human decision-makers to hopefully suppress their respective 

weaknesses. Based on this, we end up with the following framework (Colson, 

2019; Shrestha et al., 2019; Jacobsen & Thorsvik, 2019):  

 

Degree of automation Decision-making process 

Full Information → AI → Decision(s) 

AI to Human Information → AI → Possible Action(s) → Human 

Judgment → Decision(s) 

Human to AI Information → Human judgment → Possible 

Action(s) → AI → Decision(s) 

Aggregated AI and 

Human 

(Augmentation) 

Information → AI ↘ 

                                   Aggregation rule → Decision(s) 

Information → Human ↗ 

Not at all (Assisted by 

Machine or Not) 

Information → Summarized Data →  

Human Judgment → Decision(s) 

Table 2 - Degree of Automation in Decision-Making Processes. 

 

In the case of full automation, data is inserted into an AI-algorithm that produces 

an output, the decision (Jacobsen & Thorsvik, 2019; Colson, 2019). However, it is 

important to point out that this is limited to routine decisions that rely on 

structured data, in which we are better off delegating decision-making to AI 

(Colson, 2019). This means that the decision can be standardized to a set of 

questions that can give clear and unambiguous answers (Sheridan, 1992). The AI 

would have no trouble going through millions of groupings in a replicable manner 

and is also comfortable with nonlinear relationships (Colson, 2019). In addition, 

this is a favorable structure if the accuracy and speed of the prediction are more 

important than interpretability, as there typically is a trade-off between these 

(Shrestha et al., 2019). This could for instance be the case in high-speed 

environments, such as high-frequency trading where speed is essential (Shrestha 
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et al., 2019). Also, it is worth noting that this structure comes with several 

limitations. This can include that if the patterns in the data were to change over 

time, the algorithm would be less accurate, in addition to significant ethical issues 

(Shrestha et al., 2019), which will be discussed later in this chapter.  

 

As there are many decisions that go beyond the scope of structured data, humans 

can complement AI by leveraging other types of information unavailable to 

computers (Colson, 2019). Such information can be related to strategies, values, 

and market dynamics that cannot be transferred through digital communication 

(Colson, 2019). These hybrid models can be performed through human-to-AI, AI-

to-human, or aggregated AI and human decision-making processes, with each 

model suited to different contexts (Colson 2019; Shrestha, 2019). In these ways, 

one can combine humans’ specialized input with that of the “objectively rational” 

data-processing computers, to achieve better decisions than either of them could 

separately (Colson, 2019). The contingencies for AI automation as previously 

mentioned apply to AI in the hybrid models as well, with the key differences 

being that humans increase the interpretability of a decision, but at the expense of 

replicability and speed (Shrestha et al., 2019).  

 

In the case of not utilizing AI, computers are still used, but to a limited extent or 

not at all (Jacobsen & Thorsvik, 2019). In the case of using computers, or a “data-

driven” workflow, large amounts of data are summarized through databases, 

spreadsheets, et cetera (Colson, 2019). However, as with the other decision-

making structures, this model has its limits. This includes the obscuration of 

“insights, relationships, and patterns contained in the original [big] data set”, 

which makes this process somewhat invaluable, and perhaps misleading, to 

decision-making processes (Colson, 2019). Also, with humans as the central 

processor, the summaries are prone to cognitive biases.  

2.3.3 Algorithmic Bias, Transparency, and Data Issues  
Decisions and choices that traditionally have been left to humans are increasingly 

being delegated to algorithms (Mittelstadt et al., 2016). As the use of machine 

learning models and AI tools is increasing in popularity, so are the concerns 
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related to algorithmic bias and transparency issues (Shrestha et al., 2019). With 

algorithms being a part of business transactions, social processes, and decision-

making, to name a few, our perception and understanding of the environment we 

operate are changing (Mittelstadt et al., 2016).  

Despite significant advances in deep learning, which NLP is based on, over the 

past decade, the technologies continue to face certain limitations that constrain 

their full potential. One of the most salient and pressing of these limitations 

pertains to the conspicuous lack of interpretability that characterizes deep learning 

models (Castelvecchi, 2016). This limitation arises primarily due to the massive 

size and complexity of contemporary deep learning models, which consist of 

trillions of parameters. Consequently, comprehending how these models arrive at 

their predictions has become increasingly challenging, if not nearly impossible, 

for humans. As a result, deep learning models are often referred to as black boxes. 

This lack of transparency can make it difficult to trust the results of these models 

(Castelvecchi, 2016; Shrestha et al., 2019). Although there exist models that 

“open the black box” by making the non-linear and complex decision processes 

humans, these models currently offer limited performance compared to their 

opaque ancestors (Eschenbach & Warren, 2021). 

Castelvecchi (2016) argues that machine learning will never be explainable 

because a machine able to understand the real world will be complex, simply 

because the real world itself is complex and there are things that cannot be 

verbalized. Stèphane Mallat (referenced in Castelvecchi, 2016) explains the 

rationale behind this as: “When you ask a medical doctor why he diagnosed this 

or this, he's going to give you some reasons…. But how come it takes 20 years to 

become a good doctor? Because the information is just not in books…. You use 

your brain all the time; you trust your brain all the time; and you have no idea how 

your brain works.” (p. 9). 

Another limitation is the bias in these models. As they are trained on large 

datasets consisting of online textual data, which may contain biases toward race 

and gender that can be inadvertently learned and replicated by the models 

(Bolukbasi et al., 2016). In other words, a model trained on a biased dataset may 
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associate certain words with specific demographic or cultural stereotypes. An 

example is a popular online translation system that utilizes statistical machine 

translation, which has been documented to construct gender-stereotyped 

translations from gender-neutral languages (Shrestha et al., 2019). Shrestha et al. 

(2019) suggest that AI-based decision-making may not only perpetuate cultural 

stereotypes and discrimination, but also amplify them. 

In addition to this, predictive analysis has several limitations as well (Kumar & 

Garg, 2018). Overfitting is one of the most common problems in machine 

learning. This occurs when the model is too complex and fits the training data too 

closely. This can lead to poor performance when applied to new, unseen data 

(Trivedi et al., 2021). Another limitation is the potential for bias, which occurs 

when the resulting model is skewed and systematically off-target in a particular 

direction. This can occur when the data set used to train the model does not 

represent the population being studied, usually due to human intervention, chance, 

or poor data collection (Kelleher et al., 2020; Lones, 2021). The quality of the 

data itself is another significant limitation, as the accuracy of the predictions is 

limited by the quality of the data used. If the data is noisy, incomplete, or 

inaccurate, the resulting predictions will also be of poor quality; a process that is 

generally known as a “garbage in garbage out”-model (Lones, 2021). 

2.3.4 Organizational Trust in AI 
Trust can be defined as “an optimistic expectation on the part of an individual 

about the outcome of an event or the behavior of a person.” (Hosmer, 1995, p. 

390). According to Galford and Drapeau (2003), trust in organizations consists of 

three different types: 1. Strategic trust, which is the trust that the top-management 

team makes sound strategic choices to make sure that the set course is aligned 

with the organization’s visions and long-term goals, and the ability to allocate 

resources intelligently, 2. Personal trust, which is the trust between individuals in 

the organization, and 3. Organizational trust, which is the trust in the organization 

itself- that routines and processes are well designed, consistent, and fair. While we 

recognize that these are three distinct types of trust, they are intricately connected. 

As such, to build and maintain trust within an organization, it is essential to 
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manage these three aspects of trust properly (Galford & Drapeau, 2003). Jacovi et 

al. (2021) further states that there are two types of trust towards AI tools, namely 

intrinsic and extrinsic trust. The former can be gained through the explanation of a 

model, or in other words, transparency and explainability of the outcome. The 

latter, however, can be obtained through the evaluation of data, or in other words, 

consistently accurate and therefore trustworthy outcomes. 

There are two different methods of obtaining intrinsic trust: 1) the user 

successfully comprehends the true reasoning process of the model, and (2) the 

reasoning process of the model matches the user’s priors of agreeable reasoning 

(Jacovi et al., 2021). To obtain extrinsic trust, on the other hand, there are two 

methods: 1) By proxy, and 2) By observation. In other words, a user can obtain 

trust towards an AI tool by being influenced by an expert human opinion, or by 

observing that a model produces consistently accurate outcome over time in 

different contexts. 

2.3.5 Successfully Implementing AI 

According to a study conducted by Deloitte, 94% of business leaders agree that AI 

is going to be critical for success over the next five years – yet the actual 

implementation is lagging behind (Deloitte, 2022). While the artificial intelligence 

readiness index rankings vary greatly between countries, The United States of 

America is the highest-ranked country with an index score of 85,72. Norway, on 

the other hand, is on 12th with a score of 73,09 (Deloitte, 2022). In other words, 

the average company seems to be ready to utilize AI solutions. According to the 

latest report about the state of AI from McKinsey, the share of respondents who 

say their organizations have adopted AI in at least one business unit or function 

has increased from 20% in 2017 to 50 % in 2022, where the majority of use cases 

stems from service operations, i.e., optimization, and the creation of new AI-based 

products (McKinsey & Company, 2022).   

Despite offering several advantages, many organizations are hesitant to develop 

and implement AI, which could explain why only 50% of organizations in OECD 

have adopted it (Lane et al., 2023). According to Deloitte’s (2022) study, there are 
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three overall challenge areas in scaling AI initiatives. In the first area, barriers to 

starting projects, 50% of the participants highlighted the difficulty of managing 

AI-related risks, and 44% highlighted challenges connected to obtaining training 

data to develop a model. In the next problem area, implementation, 50% of the 

respondents highlight insufficient executive commitment, while 42% highlight 

alignment difficulties between AI developers and business needs/problems. In the 

last problem area, continued scaling, 46% of the respondents highlighted 

difficulties connected to integrating AI into an organization's daily operation as 

the biggest challenge, and 44% highlighted that the developed AI solutions were 

too complex and difficult for end users to adopt (Deloitte, 2022). 

Similarly, Leonard-Barton & Kraus (1985) emphasize the importance of starting 

with user needs and preferences. This approach encourages early involvement by 

users in the design phase to enhance the fit between their needs and the new 

technologies, boosting user satisfaction and increasing collaborative 

communication. The authors also see this as a vital part of implementation 

success, demanding sustained level of investments, not only throughout the initial 

phases of development, but also during the often less prioritized implementation 

phase. They also discuss the role of new technology hype, in which expectations 

can far exceed performance. This stresses the importance of not overselling the 

technologies, but at the same time not underselling it either. The AI label can be 

particularly misleading as it has grown synonymous with human-level capabilities 

and artificial general intelligence, which contributes to artificially high failure 

rates for ML initiatives (Siegel, 2023). In addition, it is the more simple and 

practical use cases of AI “that deliver the greatest impact on existing business 

operations” (Siegel, 2023). This results in recommendations about resisting the 

temptations of the AI hype wave.   

Brynjolfsson and McAfee (2014) found that the successful implementation of AI 

in organizations is largely dependent on strategic alignment, sufficient resources, 

and if the organizational culture is ready to implement and adopt AI. Furthermore, 

the authors argued that an organization needs to ensure that the deployment of AI 

aligns with its overall strategic objectives and business model.  
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In their three-step model, Kolbjørnsrud et al. (2017) found that the first step 

towards implementing AI entails exploring AI internally in the organization so 

that the employees can develop a better understanding of what AI is and how it 

works before implementing AI tools in the organization. As such, developing a 

level of trust towards the AI, in which both human and digital actors need to be 

able to account on each other for carry out their specific tasks consistently 

(Kolbjørnsrud, 2023).  

 

Bughin et al. (2017) suggested that fostering an AI-friendly culture that promotes 

continuous learning and adaptation is vital for successful AI adoption. Their 

findings underscored the need for employees at all levels to understand and 

engage with AI, necessitating ongoing training and development initiatives. This 

aligns with Kaplan and Haenlein (2019) and Kolbjørnsrud’s (2023) emphasis on 

the importance of managing human-machine interactions effectively to reduce 

resistance to AI and foster acceptance. The former authors further recommended 

that leaders communicate transparently about the benefits and limitations of AI, 

addressing employees' concerns, which can enhance their general understanding 

and acceptance of AI. 

Furthermore, several scholars have highlighted the importance of investing 

significant resources in data, technology infrastructure, and maybe the most 

important one, human skills to harness the benefits of AI (Brynjolfsson & 

McAfee, 2014; Davenport & Ronanki, 2018). Kolbjørnsrud et al. (2017) further 

highlight the need for managers to emphasize the need to recruit employees with 

soft skills such as collaboration, creativity, and good judgment, which is just as, or 

even more important than recruiting employees with technical skills. The reason 

being that such qualities complement and augment the more analytical qualities 

offered by intelligent systems (Kolbjørnsrud et al., 2016). 

2.3.6 The Existing State of Literature 
To sum up the literature review, there is no perfect way to utilize AI in 

organizational decision-making processes. Issues related to transparency and the 

black box challenge and how it affects decision-making processes remain some of 
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the most prominent reasons. Furthermore, the trade-off between transparency and 

performance introduces unanswered questions, such as under what circumstances 

do organizations require transparency of reasoning and how can this trade-off be 

managed? (Dwivedi et al., 2021). Although the existing literature has focused on 

one side of this issue, namely on the technical advancements and the development 

of explainable methods, less attention has been devoted to the other side and the 

impact these methods have on end-user’s trust, understanding, and their ultimate 

decision-making (Burrell, 2016). To what extent can complex machine learning 

models truly become acceptably interpretable? How does the interpretation 

provided by these models align with human cognitive processes and intuitive 

understanding? Furthermore, to deal with the concern connected to amplifying 

existing biases in a data set (Shrestha, 2019), how can developers ensure that the 

quality of the data is sufficient to support the required analysis? 

 

While several ethical frameworks for AI have been proposed to manage the 

ethical concerns (Jobin et al., 2019), current literature often treats these ethical 

considerations in a somewhat abstract manner (Hagendorff, 2020; Mittelstadt, 

2019; Morley et al., 2021). Few studies have addressed their practical application 

and effectiveness in real-world decision-making settings, which suggests that 

there is a clear need for more empirically grounded research that explores these 

issues within real-world organizational contexts. That is, how is a model managed 

if it makes a mistake? Who is the responsible and accountable party in cases of 

incorrect or harmful decisions; the human who executed them, or the AI model 

that suggested them? (Cath, 2018). This further introduces how significant the role 

of trust is and how it relates to AI and decision-making. And extending this, how 

can trust and accountability be achieved as AI becomes increasingly important in 

decision-making? (Shrestha et al., 2019). How do the different stakeholders deal 

with ethics and trust? (Dwivedi et al., 2021). 

Davenport and Kalakota (2019) have examined AI's role in streamlining decision-

making processes, predominantly focusing on the operational aspects. Their 

research does not fully explore how AI augments the decision-making process 

itself, beyond simplifying data analysis and providing more efficient workflows. 
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Although there are studies on AI's capability to provide predictive analytics and 

how it can influence decision-making (Agrawal et al., 2018), they fail to address 

how AI could improve the decision-making process by providing fresh insights or 

perspectives that humans may overlook due to cognitive biases. For instance, AI's 

capability to discover non-obvious patterns in large datasets can help 

organizations make decisions in complex environments (Bughin et al., 2017). The 

issue, however, is that the current literature does not sufficiently investigate how 

this capability translates into real-world decision-making scenarios.  

Furthermore, the relationship between how AI and culture influences decision-

making seems to be unexplored (Dwivedi et al., 2021). This raises unanswered 

questions, such as how organizations should structure their business and 

technology architectures to support the integration of new technology. In addition, 

further research is needed on how performance should be measured in AI-

augmented decision-making, how different AI decision-making structures impact 

organizational performance, and how the decision-making context prescribes what 

structures are suitable (Shrestha et al., 2019). 

To increase our understanding of how AI enhances organizational decision-

making processes, we aim to address some of the existing gaps and unanswered 

questions. There is a lack of empirical studies on how to create business value 

with the adoption of AI technologies (Borges et al., 2021, Brynjolfsson & 

McAfee, 2017; Dwivedi et al., 2021) and there is limited research on AI 

employing cross-case methodology (eg. Ferrer et al., 2021; Trocin et al., 2021). 

Responding to these issues, our study is grounded in the belief that understanding 

the full spectrum and dynamics of AI's impact on decision-making requires not 

just a technical understanding, but also a deep exploration of its integration and 

implications across industries and technologies within an organizational context. 

This is in line with Engelbart (1962), that the augmenting system of humans and 

machines “can best be improved by considering the whole as a set of interacting 

components rather than by considering the components in isolation.” (p. 2). As 

such, we aim to discover how organizations can effectively integrate AI into their 

organization and address the intricacies between benefits and challenges.  
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3.0 Methodology 
After reviewing the literature, we conducted a multiple case study to get empirical 

evidence on the most central factors for how AI augments organizational decision-

making. In this section, we will present and explain the methodological choices 

we have made to effectively address the research question. 

3.1 Research Design 

3.1.1 Qualitative Research Design 
To answer our research question, we have opted for a qualitative methodology 

approach, which is particularly suitable for investigating phenomena where there 

is limited knowledge and scant research (Yin, 2009). Although the introduction of 

new technology in organizations is not a new phenomenon, the adaptation of 

artificial intelligence in organizations, however, is a relativity new notion for 

many companies. As such, the existing literature on how AI augments 

organizational decision-making processes is relatively scarce. As a result, we 

deemed qualitative methodology to be the most suitable research method for this 

case. 

 

Furthermore, we have chosen case design as our method of study. Denscombe 

(2014) defines case design as a process involving the formulation of a research 

question, selection of a case, choice of informants, data collection, and criteria for 

data analysis and interpretation. They further state that case studies provide an in-

depth examination of events or organizations to investigate phenomena that might 

otherwise remain undiscovered. As such, this approach was a natural choice based 

on our research question and the topics to be covered. This allowed us to delve 

deeply into each organization and observe how AI impacts the organization as a 

whole, in addition to AI’s impact on a single-employer basis. 

 

We employed an exploratory design as our starting point, which is suitable when 

there is limited prior knowledge about the subject of study (Creswell, 2014), as 

was our case. We were cognizant of the changes that must have occurred in most 
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industries but were unaware of how management had evolved in the consulting 

industry over the past year, as well as the exact changes that had transpired. For 

exploratory studies, Yin (2009) suggests having a clear and defined purpose for 

the study, rather than a pure theoretical assumption. This approach allowed us, as 

researchers, to maintain an open perspective on the study and gain better insight 

into how AI augments the decision-making process in an organization. Despite the 

open and exploratory procedure, we used the theory as a basis for analyzing and 

discussing our results, in addition to initially identifying areas and topics with 

limited academic coverage. 

 

We opted for a multiple-case design with 11 analysis units, or cases, a so-called 

cross-case analysis. This design facilitates comparison to the extent that it is 

possible to compare the two departments. We will revisit this towards the end of 

the paper in the subchapter on potential limitation of the study. An analysis unit 

can be defined as "a social unit or the element in society that the study is based 

on." (Grønmo, 2004, p.79). The primary advantage of cross-case analyses is that it 

enhances the relevance and transferability to other settings, potentially 

contributing to a higher degree of generalizability (Yin, 2009). It is worth noting, 

however, that generalizability is not a central criterion in qualitative research, 

where the focus is often on selecting a limited number of informants who possess 

extensive and relevant information about the phenomenon under investigation 

(Johannessen et al., 2020). 

 

The interview guide we developed for this study was predominantly exploratory 

and open-ended. As such, we began the interviews by asking open and descriptive 

questions and then following up with deeper questions exploring opinions and 

personal experiences. Our objective was to adopt an unbiased perspective 

concerning the impact of AI on decision-making processes, and the perceptions of 

the interviewees. This guide was also grounded in the theoretical component of 

our research, as one of the aims was to observe how theoretical expectations 

compare with empirical analysis and outcomes. For accuracy and quality 

insurance, we discussed the layout and content of the guide with our supervisor 

before conducting the interviews. For a comprehensive interview guide, please see 
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the Appendix. In addition to interviews based on the guide, we asked follow-up 

questions tailored to each case where necessary. 
 

3.1.2 Case Sampling 
The recruitment process was primarily conducted through our own network, 

utilizing the snowball method, which enabled us to identify and select 

supplementary interviewees to get a better understanding of each case (Bryman & 

Bell, 2015). Our aim was to interview 3-4 employees in each case that are either 

managing the implementation of AI solutions, developing operational AI 

solutions, or are being impacted by it, in a broad spectrum of industries. In order 

to maximize variation sampling within a specific topic, we chose to include cases 

from several industries in our study. This allowed us to observe and enhance our 

understanding of the phenomenon at hand more accurately (Suri, 2011). 

Regarding the type of decision, we were interested in recurring decisions where 

patterns could potentially emerge. Before embarking on comprehensive 

interviews, we were receptive to both strategic and operational uses of AI in the 

decision-making process, and cases with different degrees of success. The 

endeavor to identify and come in contact with potential candidates proved to be 

more challenging than anticipated. As a result, we opted to conduct up to several 

in-depth interviews with each interviewee in cases where we were not able to 

achieve our initial goal. We do, however, believe that this has not affected the 

accuracy or generalizability of our study significantly. Nonetheless, it is worth 

emphasizing that in qualitative studies, the goal is not necessarily to achieve 

generalizability (Johannessen et al., 2020). Instead, we view this as a strength in 

terms of obtaining diverse perspectives on the research question at hand.  

 

In total, we interviewed 23 people distributed across 11 cases. Of these 23 

participants, 10 were data scientist leads or data consultants, with varying degrees 

of experience. The remaining 13 were either business managers, business 

consultants, or employees on the operational level in the firms. By combining 

both the technical-oriented and business-oriented aspects of AI in decision-

making processes, we were able to maximize variation sampling within a specific 
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topic, which we believe enabled us to accurately observe how AI augments the 

organization as a whole (Suri, 2011). 

 

Table 3 summarizes the number of participants and the number of interviews from 

the different cases included in our study. The symbol in the top right corner 

symbolizes if the case was considered to be successful or not.  
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Table 3 - Overview of Included Cases 

3.1.3 Case Descriptions 
As previously stated, we have, in this study, opted for a multiple case study 

design, as this provides a more comprehensive and balanced perspective on the 

interplay between AI and organizational decision-making processes. Out of our 11 

cases, 5 of these are based on predictive analytics, 3 are based on classification 

analytics, and the remaining 3 are based on natural language processing. This 

section of the thesis will provide a short summary of each case, and briefly 

explain why we have included them in our study. In addition to this, several of the 

interviewees have referred to additional cases during the interviews. We have 

included some statements from these in our analysis, but do not provide a 

description of these below. We believe the inclusion of these has strengthened the 

breadth, accuracy, and validity of our data foundation, by maximizing variation 

sampling within a specific topic (Suri, 2011). The role as ‘operator’ as referred to 

throughout the study is the individual at the end of the process that is using and 

acting on the output from an AI tool. 
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3.1.3.1 Cases with Predictive Analytics 

Fleet Management 
This case was about a fleet management service where a machine learning model 

was trained to predict where new orders were likely to originate based on 

historical data. By dynamically placing their minibuses closer to the next 

customer, the company was able to shorten wait times and reduce negative 

environmental impact by limiting unnecessary driving and idling time. By 

including this case in our study, we aimed to illustrate how an organization can 

utilize machine learning models in decision-making processes by providing data-

driven insights for resource allocation. 
 
Deviation Prediction 
This case was about deviation detection, in which a predictive machine learning 

model was trained to identify the early signs of potential issues in water treatment 

plants or their connected piping infrastructure. The model used measurement 

values from various plants to predict whether the development in a process is 

positive or negative based on historical data. It was also able to continuously 

update the normal limits and adjust the acceptable limits. By identifying 

deviations before they become critical problems, the model enabled an operator to 

take preventive measures and avoid system failures before they happened, 

ensuring system reliability, and minimizing downtime. Thus, it enabled the 

operator to make more informed decisions when choosing how to maintain and 

respond to internal alarms. By including this case in our study, we aimed to 

illustrate how the operator is affected by including predictive machine learning in 

the decision-making process. 
 
 
Transport Modelling 
This case was about a consultancy firm that developed an AI-driven activity-based 

travel demand modeling software to provide comprehensive analysis and insights 

into the demographics and socioeconomic impacts of various transportation 

measures in a medium-sized city. It differed from traditional transport models by 

incorporating synthetic populations representing real individuals and their 

behavioral choices in their daily life. By leveraging machine learning models to 
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analyze both real and simulated transportation data, the software was able to more 

accurately illustrate how potential changes in public transport, roads, and 

pathways would impact the mobility flow in the city. By including this case in our 

study, we aimed to illustrate how an organization can utilize machine learning 

models in decision-making processes by providing data-driven insights when 

planning resource allocation and identifying focus areas to improve efficiency. 

 

Water Level Management 
This case was about a consultancy firm that utilized a machine learning model to 

enhance the decision-making in water management by accurately predicting water 

demand, optimizing supply, and balancing cost efficiency and environmental 

sustainability. By leveraging machine learning models to analyze historical water 

consumption data, weather information, and calendar events, the company was 

able to predict the water demand of the population for the next day and use this 

information to make informed decisions about the amount of water to pump into 

water towers at night when electricity cost is the lowest, and whether to purchase 

additional water from external sources. By including this case in our study, we 

aimed to illustrate how the system operators are affected by including predictive 

machine learning in the decision-making process. 
 
Maintenance of Offshore Windmills 
This case was about a consultancy firm within the offshore wind sector that 

developed a machine learning model to predict the required maintenance needs of 

a large network of individual windmills, based on a small dataset consisting of 

sensor data from just a few windmills. Traditionally, each windmill has been 

required to be manually inspected for damage or wear. By leveraging machine 

learning models to analyze sensor data from a few windmills, the company is able 

to predict future downtime and damages to the wind farm as a whole, and as such, 

offer a cost-effective alternative to monitor windmills with an accuracy of 90% 

without equipping the entire network with expensive sensors. By including this 

case in our study, we aimed to illustrate how the maintenance operator is affected 

by including predictive machine learning in the decision-making process. 
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3.1.3.2 Cases with Natural Language Processing 

CV & Job Advertisement Matching 
This case was about a governmental department that utilized NLP models to assist 

hiring managers when choosing which candidates to interview for an open job 

position. Traditionally, this has been a manual and time-consuming process done 

by reading hundreds of applications and CVs per position. By utilizing NLP 

models trained on newspaper articles, the department was able to rate the 

relevancy of a CV to a certain position by comparing text similarity. With an 

initial accuracy rate of 75%, the hiring manager was able to better and 

significantly quicker match relevant CVs to a certain position. By including this 

case in our study, we aimed to illustrate how the hiring manager is affected by 

including NLP models in the decision-making process. 

 

Policy Comments Review 
This case was about a consultancy firm that utilized NLP models to analyze and 

summarize large amounts of qualitative data. When evaluating feedback about 

future a policy change or a product, one has to consider thousands of pages with 

comments and texts in order to accurately represent the feedback at hand. This has 

been, however, time-consuming, and nearly impossible for humans due to the 

sheer amount of data. By utilizing NLP models the company was able to analyze 

and summarize large amounts of feedback, and as a result, provide a foundation 

for well-informed decisions. By including this case in our study, we aimed to 

illustrate how the firm managed to enhance its decision-making accuracy by 

including NLP models in the decision-making process. 

 
 
Bid Robot 
This case was about a consultancy firm that utilized NLP models to assist project 

managers when developing tenders and identifying risks in these, for potential 

customers. Before a consultancy firm can take on a new project for a client, 

developing a tender is the first step. This is, however, a time-consuming and 

critical process in terms of risks and responsibilities later in the project. By 

utilizing NLP models trained on legal language and risk classifications, the 

company was able to aid project managers by automatically identifying risks in a 
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tender, and as such, ensuring that the tender is meeting the requirements of the 

customer at the same time as protecting the consultancy firm from potential legal 

claims and lawsuits in the future. By including this case in our study, we aimed to 

illustrate how the project manager is affected by including NLP models in the 

decision-making process of whether to send the tender to a potential customer or 

not.  

3.1.3.3 Cases with Classification Analytics 

Bacteria Detection in Water 
Clearwater: 
This case was about a start-up that used a machine learning model to analyze and 

monitor algae blooms in lakes by capturing a photo on a portable field 

microscope. Traditionally, this process has been done by volunteering citizens that 

collected water samples and sent them for thorough lab analysis by trained 

scientists. This information has then been used to decide on whether to implement 

actions, such as closing down a beach. By leveraging machine learning models to 

analyze pictures instead of actual water samples, the automation of the analysis 

section provides a significant reduction in lag time, and made it cheaper to process 

a sample, as it does not require trained scientists to operate. As such, making it 

accessible to citizen volunteers or low-paid field workers on a larger scale. By 

including this case in our study, we aimed to illustrate how the process is affected 

by including machine learning models in the decision-making process. 

 

Wastewater: 

Using similar technology as in the clear water case, this case was about a water 

treatment plant that utilized machine learning models to analyze and monitor 

bacterial growth in wastewater treatment tanks. By accurately analyzing and 

assessing the presence and severity of issues, the wastewater plant was able to 

significantly reduce the risks of overflows and contamination. By including this 

case in our study, we aimed to illustrate how the system operator is affected by 

including machine learning models in the decision-making process of how to 

manage wastewater treatment. 
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International Customer Transactions 
This case was about a bank that used a machine learning model and NLP to 

categorize and automate the approval of cross-border transactions with other 

foreign banks. Traditionally, the approval of a transaction has been a manual and 

time-consuming process. By leveraging machine learning models to understand 

and categorize free text, the automation of end-to-end processes became possible, 

allowing for quicker response times and increased efficiency, in addition to 

identifying potential money laundering cases. By including this case in our study, 

we aimed to illustrate how case managers are affected by including machine 

learning models in the decision-making process in complex and fragmented 

environments, such as with cross-country bank transactions. 

 
House Insurance 
This case was about an insurance company that used machine learning models to 

automate risk assessment by incorporating both standard house data and 

customer-specific attributes. Traditionally, the process to approve an insurance 

plan for an old house has been a time-consuming and manual process done by an 

insurance agent. By utilizing machine learning models to automate the approval 

process, the insurance company was able to faster and more cost-effective process 

the approval of new customers. Thus, it enabled the insurance agent to better 

utilize their time on more difficult cases where the model had flagged a house as 

not approved. By including this case in our study, we aimed to illustrate how the 

insurance agent is affected by including predictive machine learning in the 

decision-making process. 

3.2 Data Collection 

To gather data, in-depth interviews were conducted, utilizing an open-ended, 

semi-structured interview guide. As we interviewed different types of employees, 

both managers, developers, and operators, we used follow-up questions to further 

investigate their knowledge and experience in their respective areas of expertise. 

For the interviews with managers, our plan was to prioritize queries regarding 

their leadership roles in the implementation of AI and the impact on strategic 

decision-making. For the interviews with developers, we prioritized delving into 
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the development of the tool, prominent issues, and technical details. For the 

interviews with operators, or the user of the solution, the goal was to uncover their 

level of comfort with the solution, its effectiveness in aiding their decision-

making where relevant, and its potential for enhancing their valuation of the 

product or service. Furthermore, we received additional data from some 

interviewees in the form of 2 PowerPoints and a Ph.D. article.  

Given that our participants were dispersed globally, the decision to conduct 

remote interviews via Microsoft Teams was a logical one. Johannessen et al. 

(2020) found that online interviews yielded nearly as much invaluable data as 

their face-to-face counterparts. As a result of the global approach, we conducted 

interviews in Norwegian, Swedish, and English. Furthermore, we made audio 

recordings of the interviews to streamline the data collection process. Prior to the 

interviews, the participants agreed to the interview being recorded and 

transcribed. Straight after each interview, the interview was transcribed using AI-

based transcription services. This output was further quality ensured by comparing 

the written output to the recording of the interview. We did not alter or modify the 

transcriptions containing what each interviewee said in any way other than 

correcting inconsequential grammatical inaccuracies. Overall, the transcription 

process was relatively unproblematic and resulted in 210 single-spaced pages in 

Microsoft Word.  

 

We analyzed and codified each transcription in its original language in order to 

reduce the risk of losing or altering text when translating to English. The main 

findings and quotes were translated into English so that we could use them when 

writing our thesis. When translating, we made sure that the translation would be as 

accurate to the informant’s original point of view as possible.   

3.3 Analytical Process 

We adopted a cross-sectional study to examine how AI augments the decision-

making processes in our cases. This was done to comprehensively analyze the 

data we obtained through interviews and other collected materials. This approach 

entails segmenting the material based on emergent themes and patterns inherent in 
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the data, without strict adherence to a predetermined theoretical framework. This 

approach allows for a more flexible and open analysis, where the researcher can 

let the data speak for itself and uncover new insights and perspectives 

(Johannessen et al., 2020). Nonetheless, this necessitates a meticulous and 

systematic approach to ensure the constructed categories are both reliable and 

valid. To accomplish this, we utilized thematic analysis, a method defined by 

Braun and Clarke (2006) as a method for identifying, analyzing, and interpreting 

patterns of meaning or 'themes' within qualitative data. We selected this method 

due to its flexible nature in handling intricate and nuanced data (Braun & Clarke, 

2006). 

The first step in this analytical process was to familiarize ourselves with the 

collected data. This stage involved several comprehensive readings of the 

transcripts by both authors, a process aligning with Creswell (2014) 

recommendations to fully understand and comprehend the collected data. 

The next stage involved the development of initial codes from the transcripts, 

through a process known as open coding (Charmaz, 2014). This involved 

identifying and annotating keywords, phrases, or sentences that seemed 

particularly significant. Afterward, these codes were grouped into broader 

categories, which were then developed into themes, through a process known as 

axial coding (Charmaz, 2014). As we utilized a semi-structured interview guide, 

the transcriptions were already organized into broad topics and themes. This 

method, however, allowed us to identify smaller categories and themes and ensure 

that we didn't overlook any relevant information and statements that lay outside 

the predetermined structure. 

To ensure the trustworthiness and reliability of the findings, we incorporated a 

form of analyst triangulation, in which the other researcher reviewed the codes 

and themes derived from the data (Creswell & Poth, 2018). This helped to 

mitigate potential bias and strengthen the validity of the analysis (Patton, 2015). 

The first tier entailed a review of the coded data extracts, whereas the second tier 

revolved around the relation of these themes in relation to the entire dataset 

(Braun & Clarke, 2006). This approach ensured that the themes were not only 
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internally coherent, consistent, and distinctive, but also accurately representative 

of the dataset (Braun & Clarke, 2006). 

In the next step, we initiated a cross-case analysis, as suggested by Eisenhardt 

(1989), to identify recurring themes throughout our 11 cases. We implemented a 

manual color-coding system of the transcripts in Microsoft Word to identify and 

uncover recurring patterns, thereby facilitating effective comparisons across the 

cases. 

The final stage of the analytical process revolved around synthesizing and 

interpreting the themes within the context of the research question. This process 

was guided by Smith et al. (2009) Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis 

approach, which emphasizes the interpretation of themes in the context of the 

participant's personal experiences. This involved a comprehensive analysis of how 

the themes interrelate, what they revealed about the participants' experiences, and 

how they answered the interview questions. 

By maintaining a recursive analytical process, we were able to capture the 

nuances and depths of the dataset, which reinforces the credibility of our findings 

(Creswell, 2014). By adhering to these organized yet flexible steps of thematic 

analysis, we are confident that we have accurately interpreted the meanings, 

experiences, and perceptions of the participants in alignment with the research 

objectives. 

Table 4 below illustrates our complete analytical process, from designing our 

study in the beginning, to presenting our finding at the end. As illustrated by the 

dotted lines on the right side, this was an iterative and partially cyclical process, 

where we could easily move between, and alter different stages, depending on the 

need. 
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Figure 4 – The Analytical Process. 

3.4 Ensuring Quality in the Study 

In order to enhance the trustworthiness and reliability of our research, we adhered 

to rigorous methodological strategies. As such, several measures were adopted to 

ensure the integrity of our data and findings. According to Bryman & Bell (2015), 

establishing reliability in qualitative research necessitates the demonstration of 

consistency and transparency in the research processes. In light of this, we 

employed member checking, which involved sharing our findings and case 

understanding with the participants for their verification and feedback. This 

strategy enhanced the dependability of our study, as recommended by Lincoln and 

Guba (1985), as it ensured that our interpretation of the participant's responses 

was accurate. Our initial plan was to interview different people in an organization 
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to achieve triangulation of data, which allowed us to cross-check data from 

multiple sources to validate our results (Denzin, 2012). This qualitative method 

provided a comprehensive perspective and helped to prevent undue bias from any 

single data source. 

In conjunction with dependability, credibility is an integral aspect of qualitative 

research trustworthiness. Lincoln and Guba (1985) advocate for prolonged 

engagement with the research context and participants to ensure in-depth data 

collection and accurate interpretation of the participants' experiences. In this 

respect, we spent considerable time interviewing participants and interpreting the 

interview data. This helped us to fully understand the phenomenon under 

investigation and thus bolstered the credibility of our study. To ensure the 

authenticity of our research, we endeavored to present the findings in a manner 

that accurately represented the participants' perspectives and experiences. This 

entailed accurately transcribing interviews and including direct quotes from 

participants in the thesis to ensure that their viewpoints were accurately 

represented (Yin, 2009). 

Finally, we paid close attention to the validity of our research. We achieved this 

by ensuring our research questions, study design, and methods of data collection 

and analysis were aligned and suitable for our study's purpose (Bryman & Bell, 

2015). We also engaged in reflective practices throughout the research process, 

continually questioning our assumptions and biases to ensure our findings were as 

objective and accurate as possible (Maxwell, 2013). 

3.5 Ethical Considerations 

When preparing and writing this master thesis, ethical considerations were always 

a top priority. Our approach was informed by guidance from scholars such as 

Creswell, 2014), who underscored the importance of respect for persons, 

beneficence, and justice in the pursuit of research. 

As our study involved interviewing individuals and recording their responses for 

further analysis, we secured consent from each participant, acknowledging their 

agreement to be recorded and transcribed. Throughout the interview process, we 
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emphasized the voluntary nature of their involvement and their right to withdraw 

at any stage without reprisal. We were also transparent about the purpose and 

scope of the research, and any potential implications for the participants were 

clearly communicated. 

Regarding data storage and management, we complied with the guidelines set 

forth by the National Research Ethics Committee (The National Committee for 

Research Ethics in the Social Sciences and the Humanities, 2022). As such, 

collected data was only accessible by the two authors of this thesis, and was stored 

securely to prevent unauthorized access or data leakage. As within the parameters 

of consent provided by participants, we are to delete sensitive collected data upon 

completion of this thesis. 

Lastly, during the research reporting process, we were careful to preserve the 

anonymity of our participants by using pseudonyms and removing identifiable 

details from the case descriptions and findings. In addition to this, we strived 

towards maintaining honesty and transparency by acknowledging all contributors 

and avoiding any form of plagiarism. 

We believe that the chosen measures ensured that our research process was 

ethically sound, respecting the rights and welfare of our participants, while at the 

same time maintaining the integrity of our scholarly contribution. 

4.0 Findings and Analysis 
In this section we outline the results and analysis derived from the 27 interviews 

we have conducted across 11 different cases in various sectors. Based on our 

findings, we have identified 4 major themes, which are: 1. The Perceived 

Definition of AI, 2. Attitudes and Expectations toward AI, 3. The Benefits of 

Using AI in Organizational Decision-Making, and 4. The Challenges of Using AI 

in Organizational Decision-Making. As we also asked interviewees how to 

achieve benefits and overcome challenges, their recommendations are also woven 

into this chapter. Although these themes are separated, they are highly interrelated 

as will be discussed in the next chapter.  
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4.1 The Perceived Definition of AI 

As we have extensively highlighted throughout this thesis, the definition of AI is a 

heavily disputed topic, which scholars, industry experts, and business managers 

cannot seem to agree upon. During our interview process, we have observed a 

similar phenomenon. Out of the interviews we have conducted, none of the 

participants have the exact same definition of AI, but most of them converge 

around practical AI usage through machine learning, that AI is about replicating 

human behavior and automating human tasks.  

Naturally, we have observed that AI developers on a general basis had a more 

comprehensive and advanced definition compared to business leaders and 

operators. For instance, one of the interviewees explained AI as something that 

“encapsulates information and knowledge. So, AI to me is the digitally usable 

condensate of knowledge so that humans typically generate more time.” 

(Interviewee 6, Case 4). Another pointed out that the definition of AI changes 

with the times, and that “AI is everything we cannot do yet” (Interviewee 10, Case 

7). Nevertheless, most participants, even data scientists, expressed a struggle to 

define AI, and some of the answers were excessively comprehensive or linked to 

the practical use case.  

The participants that did not directly work with AI development generally had 

more problems defining AI, and exclusively linked their answers to the practical 

use case. As one interviewee said: “I’m not sure about that…. I do not know if we 

should define AI, at least I do not want to.” (Interviewee 19, Case 11). After this, 

the person continued to explain around the question, and pointed out the 

functionality of the ML algorithms and how they thought it was a good thing.  

The misconceptions and heightened expectations fueled by the hype surrounding 

the latter, and the mistaken belief that "AI is a form of magic" (Interviewee 2, 

Case 2), serve as an indication of a significant knowledge gap. For instance, one 

interviewee mentioned the need to label everything with AI as it is the “hot new 

topic” (Interviewee 14, Case 9), whilst another connected AI to intelligence and 

being able to learn by itself, highlighting that “AI sort of becomes a nirvana, 
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which is hard to achieve” (Interviewee 2, Case 2). They mostly connected weak 

AI with simpler statistical methods, ML, and regression analysis, and emphasize 

that ML algorithms have been around for a long time and are not as magical as the 

media portray it as. The latter was especially typical for people that had worked 

directly with AI. One of the participants even heavily contradicted our 

intelligence-related definition of AI, saying it was: “totally bull****” (Interviewee 

4, Case 3), before explaining that machines are not intelligent today.  

Also, this signals a need to cool down the AI hype and be more realistic with the 

current state of the technologies. Here, it becomes essential to demystify AI, 

distinguishing between strong AI and the more traditionally applied narrow AI. 

The inherent uncertainty and lack of a clear definition of AI, which is intrinsic to 

the adoption of new technology, need to be addressed when incorporating AI into 

an organizational context. This is because the lack of a shared definition indicates 

that there is a lack of a shared understanding, which is a serious threat to the 

successful implementation of AI in organizations. 

4.2 Attitudes and Expectations toward AI 

Our interviews suggest that employees generally maintain a positive attitude 

towards the development and implementation of AI in their organizations. As 

anticipated, the developers of AI exhibit the greatest openness and enthusiasm to 

the implementation of the technology, whereas operators remain a bit more 

skeptical. Although the operators value the potential benefits of AI in streamlining 

their tasks, such as monitoring critical equipment, issuing notifications when 

required, and automating repetitive tasks, the initial impression of the technology 

is characterized by an uncertainty about how it works.  

[I was skeptical at first] because it seemed so distant. It is so difficult to 

understand that a machine... can produce a result that ultimately turns out 

to align with what we are looking for. So, from being skeptical and finding 

it a bit strange, we have been reassured over time as we have seen some 

examples and witnessed how it works. (Interviewee 18, Case 11).  
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Contrary to what the media suggests that AI will take over jobs, this is not a 

common fear in our study. As one participant mentioned: “AI is not going to take 

any jobs, people using AI will.” (Interviewee 2, Case 2). As such, our findings 

suggest that the underlying fear stems not from AI itself, but from a fear of not 

being able to learn and efficiently utilize these new tools, potentially leading to 

job displacement. In other words, the underlying concern seems to revolve around 

being replaced with more technologically capable and educated humans. 

Nevertheless, several participants mentioned there was some skepticism and fear 

in the start of introducing AI into their company. A good example of which can be 

found in one of our cases, in which AI was removed from the internal project 

name as it generated fear within the company. 

To ease employees’ fears and skepticism, some proposed to clearly communicate 

the methods and results of AI models to ensure transparency and trust. The 

communication should put emphasis on what possibilities the AI model will 

uncover, such as steering the employees’ focus towards higher value creation 

tasks, and not that it is going to replace their jobs, which will result in resistance 

and fear. However, this may be quite challenging as AI algorithms can become 

black boxes, which will be further analyzed in 4.4.2. Trust in AI. Although there 

can be some resistance, several interviewees emphasized that AI has come to stay, 

and as one said:  

It is better to utilize AI than not to use it. That will come anyway. So, if 

you try to live in the dungeon and pretend that AI is not coming, you will 

be on the losing end of the business. (Interviewee 4, Case 3).  

Over time, we find a normalization of AI tools in the work environment, which 

was for instance compared to once groundbreaking tools such as the calculator. 

“AI stops being AI as soon as you have it. Then the novelty wears off and the 

fancy machine learning product is becoming a calculator... and just another tool.” 

(Interviewee 12, Case 9). It is likely that the observed fear partly stems from job 

insecurities and uncertainty around the new technologies, which enhances the 

importance of gaining common knowledge of AI as early as possible to ensure 
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that workers have a more accurate view of their future job environment and 

security.  

This leads us to the importance of expectation management. In case of high 

expectations, not only from the interviewees themselves, who emphasize that the 

same goes for clients and other organizational members, AI tends to disappoint 

due to the disparity between anticipation and reality. This is related to the findings 

from subchapter 4.1, in which participants realize that AI is not the magical strong 

AI, but rather narrow AI. This suggests that organizations should, from the early 

stages of a project, be careful in how they articulate and communicate AI projects, 

in addition to providing necessary training, as this term can lead to unrealistic 

expectations and negative emotions. By emphasizing the realistic capabilities and 

limitations of AI, organizations can help set appropriate expectations, forming a 

solid basis for building trust between employees and AI tools. Consequently, AI 

should not be perceived as a threat, but rather as an opportunity to augment 

productivity and job performance. 

Many have very high expectations and believe that it will solve all 

problems. It's a bit like sprinkling some AI on the problem and everything 

magically resolves itself. That's not how it works. So, I believe that the key 

to having a positive experience is to manage expectations in a good way. 

(Interviewee 2, Case 2).  

4.3 The Benefits of AI in Organizational Decision-Making 

4.3.1 Accuracy and Efficiency 

Many of the AI solutions could handle a significantly larger volume of data and 

perform computations at speeds far surpassing human capabilities. “Humans just 

can’t do it. It would take too much time, too many resources, and be too 

expensive. We now have ways to do it automatically.” (Interviewee 10, Case 7). 

This not only allowed for expedited decision-making processes that would 

otherwise be too resource-intensive and costly, but it also allowed for 

incorporating more variables into the decision-making process that might not have 
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been present earlier due to human limitations. As these models were trained on a 

knowledge base that was significantly larger than what a human possesses, it 

allowed the incorporation of more knowledge behind the decision, which 

potentially could, because of the larger knowledge base, avoid biases that might 

distort a human’s decision. “It is not just faster and more accurate. If done right, it 

can also cover much more ground right, in a way. So, it gets rid of our own biases 

and our own shortcomings regarding knowledge and decision-making.” 

(Interviewee 14, Case 9). Another interviewee, conversely, pointed out that “[AI] 

models are trained on human input, so it should, in a way, be as rational as it was 

before, although you get rid of the human factors, like being tired and those types 

of things. (Interviewee 15, Case 10).   

A central advantage that was frequently underscored by participants was the 

ability of the AI solutions to achieve a high degree of accuracy of around 90%, 

with one even reaching 97%. This means that the AI models in our cases usually 

are correct 9 out of 10 times, which is good. However, this depended on how the 

accuracy was measured. In the prediction cases one could directly measure 

accuracy based on predicted versus actual values, but in some other cases they 

used a relative accuracy estimate comparing the AI model to what humans would 

have done. In the former cases, one gets an objective accuracy measurement, but 

in the latter, the measurements can be subject to human biases and their need to 

not admit mistakes. As one interviewee mentioned: “Humans will never admit 

they are wrong, right. Basically, we can get 92 to 95% accuracy easily enough, 

but getting a human to admit they made a mistake is super hard.” (Interviewee 11, 

case 8). This suggests that the perceived accuracy of the AI model can be 

wrongfully low and is somewhat higher. Nevertheless, employees were by some 

interviewees perceived to have about 10-15 % failure rate, corresponding to 90-

85% accuracy, again emphasizing that the accuracy levels of AI models and 

humans in our cases are somewhat similar.  

More specifically, we found two clear examples of heuristics in cases 2 and 6. In 

the former case, a mechanic had very high accuracy based on a “knocking on 

equipment” heuristic. Here, the mechanic could accurately identify the state of a 

machine and predict when maintenance would be needed, based on very limited 
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information. In the latter, a water level operator with ‘sticking a finger in the air’-

heuristic had somewhat worse accuracy than the AI model. In this case, the 

operator responsible for water pumps would simply make an educated guess as to 

how much water would be needed in the future based on very limited information.  

The person who is responsible for the pumps comes to work in the 

morning, puts the finger out of the window, has like a table of, so it is 

expert knowledge of course, but in essence they are taking their finger out 

of the window to feel the air. They know what kind of day it is, and they 

have historic data that they look up and then they just set it [water level] 

and then they adjust. (Interviewee 6, case 4).  

Generally, 90% was perceived as an optimal accuracy level depending on the 

industry and problem characteristics. In the wastewater bacteria case, for example, 

there are usually 10 000 bacteria per sample, so if they “get the bulk” right, they 

can “go with the preponderance of evidence, just like the human does” 

(Interviewee 13, case 9). In other cases, one NLP model with accuracy as low as 

75% was favorable over traditional methods that were as low as 45%, and another 

case in the water industry where over 60% was seen as good due to “natural 

uncertainty” (Interviewee 2, Case 2). Nevertheless, some cases could not provide 

accuracy estimates due to either time constraints or lack of information access. 

For the former, 6-8 weeks in a consultancy project was seen as too little to 

extensively work on the accuracy of the AI model. This shows that accuracy 

measures are usually built up over time and is not something that is realistic to 

extensively measure in shorter projects.  

Common to most of the cases was the infeasibility to achieve 100% accuracy 

because of an unfavorable relationship with marginal costs and decreasing 

explainability. As one closes in on 90 % accuracy, increasing this by 1% may not 

be worth it as it requires a disproportionate number of resources and decreases 

explainability. However, this accuracy varied. What is interesting here is that 

despite the overall accuracy of some cases going down, companies still found the 

AI investment worthwhile as it enhanced the efficiency of the decision-making 

processes in other ways. An example here is from cases 3 and 4, in which there 
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were a significant number of activities that revolved around routine screening of 

transactions or inquiries, which could easily be automated with an AI model with 

lower accuracy than humans. Central to this was the person at the end of the 

decision-making process, which could always control the process and determine 

the optimal output regardless of what the AI came up with, acting as a safeguard. 

Adding to this is that several companies have added a threshold probability value. 

For instance, if a model was less certain than 80%, it would automatically send 

the case to manual handling. However, accuracy estimates were at about 90% 

compared to humans, which means that there is not much of a difference in 

accuracy. 

And then we always have to think about the consequences that there might 

be because it is quite difficult to blame a machine or a robot, right? If you 

have transferred quite a substantial amount of money to the wrong 

accounts, then who is to blame, right? The [company] as a whole is 

responsible for the created mistake. So that is why we, yeah, we always try 

to minimize the risks… have a “second pair of eyes” (Interviewee 16, Case 

10). 

By reducing the time taken to arrive at a decision, AI models thus lower costs by 

conserving resources that would otherwise be consumed in labor-intensive and 

manual processes. This conservation of resources allows organizations to utilize 

their workforce for higher value creation jobs, not doing repetitive and mundane 

tasks, thereby enhancing overall operational efficiency. A good example of the 

increased speed is the bacteria detection case, in which they were able to avoid 

waiting a week to get samples back and forth from local state laboratories and 

instead used cheap and mobile equipment allowing for 30-second hands-on 

processing.  

4.3.2 Expanded Information Base and Sustainability 

The adoption of AI solutions can also discover new possibilities by utilizing an 

expanded information base, pattern recognition and prediction. This recognition 

ability combined with more relevant information enable the identification of 
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patterns that could be challenging or even impossible for humans to identify. “We 

understand cause and effect well and we can handle 2 things that vary but cannot 

handle 3-4 things. That is when the machine learning algorithms come in. AI is 

better at analyzing patterns.” (Interviewee 17, Case 11). Extending this finding, 

several participants highlighted the value of digitizing previously manual 

processes, particularly when combined with other relevant data. Thus, they can 

make more informed decisions, resulting in more rational decision-making 

processes.  

I think that is the benefit, that it enables us to consider so much more, like 

more options. And then also more effects that are interconnected…. We 

can estimate other aspects beyond just the traffic flows… Traditionally, it 

would be rather difficult to holistically evaluate these multiple criteria at 

once. (Interviewee 5, Case 3). 

By achieving more accurate predictions, organizations can better adjust their 

resource allocations, thus improving environmental sustainability. An example is 

from the Water Level Management case, in which more accurate predictions of 

water demand allowed for better supply adjustment, resulting in less carbon 

emissions and less waste. This was also central in other cases where incorporation 

of AI allowed for a more comprehensive information base, especially reducing 

transport emissions.   

They are using this same modeling… to basically look at the emissions 

from the traffic and basically link this to the carbon neutrality target of the 

city… Then they see what activities they should take that have the biggest 

impact in the reduction of the carbon footprint (Interviewee 3, Case 3).  

Common to several cases was the usage of existing AI algorithms. For instance, if 

there is limited data or speed concerns, transfer learning techniques can be used to 

mitigate it. There are often existing NLP and ML algorithms that can be applied 

and modified to a diverse set of problems. This helps developers as they do not 

have to do all the programming from scratch, again enhancing sustainability due 

to re-usage. A good example of this is the offshore wind case, in which there were 
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two datasets from an offshore wind farm. The first included comprehensive data 

gathered over a long period of time, whilst the other was very limited. By 

applying transfer learning techniques, they were able to infer from instrumenting 

10-20% of windmills, to the remaining 80-90% with an accuracy of 90%. This 

proved that data limitations can be bypassed without having drastic impacts on 

accuracy. Also, several other participants highlighted the increasing use and 

availability of AI algorithm libraries, which have made it more accessible, easier, 

and faster to develop AI solutions. 

4.3.3 Increased Adaptability, Reliability and Preservation of 

Knowledge 

Our interviews also highlighted the digital flexibility in AI-based solutions. The 

AI models are relatively easy to retrain or adapt to either changing business 

environments or identified model deficiencies, thus being able to provide an 

advantage in business agility. This is particularly notable when compared to a 

human’s restricted adaptability in circumstances like a sudden change in tasks or 

the environment. NLP models are also able to handle unstructured data, 

decreasing the dependence on large amounts of structured data which is hard to 

come by.  

As AI is inherently digital, you can always change it. And that is also an 

advantage in a business sense, right? If you have 50 experts sitting in a 

room just doing analysis, and tomorrow no clients want this analysis 

anymore, you do not know what to do with those 50 experts…. It’s much 

easier to write a couple of lines of code and retrain a model than it is to 

retrain a person or our entire organization. (Interviewee 13, Case 9). 

In addition, AI tools are a consistently available resource that is operating at 

optimal capacity around the clock. This is a significant contrast to human 

operators whose productivity and attention span often fluctuates throughout the 

day and require regular periods of rest. As such, the inherent reliability of AI tools 

provides an edge in enhancing operational consistency in an organization. This 
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would be especially important in organizations that rely on one or a few persons 

to effectively address an issue: 

There are not a ton of advantages over the traditional method other than 

the AI does not get sick and does not want a day off. But that is a 

relatively good advantage. Also, it does not quit and go somewhere else…. 

Most sites have a biologist, so if that guy is out, then they do not do it that 

month or that week. If he decides to fall off a ladder or something, 

suddenly you are not using this analysis tool anymore. (Interviewee 13, 

Case 9).  

Further, by incorporating AI solutions across different offices, more reliable 

decisions could be taken across organizational departments. As evident from 

several cases, humans make mistakes, but AI could be used to minimize the 

variations in their performance.  

Another thing is that there is a lot of bias in machine learning and in it as a 

concept. But it is also quite clear that there is a lot of bias on the part of 

supervisors. Our insight work shows that there is a very different process 

from office to office with how they assess candidates… So, if you put it in 

a system, the idea is also that you might want to get a slightly more equal 

assessment in all offices throughout [the country]. (Interviewee 8, Case 6).  

In addition, AI can preserve knowledge. This was a critical issue in the bacteria 

detection case as most of the researchers in the field were soon to retire, 

introducing the risk of losing valuable knowledge. Therefore, it was important to 

digitize knowledge rapidly, which was done by incorporating expert knowledge 

into the training process of the detection algorithm. This was also a reason as to 

why some organizations chose to train their algorithms with supervised learning- 

to utilize expert knowledge.  
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4.4 The Challenges of AI in Organizational Decision-Making 

4.4.1 Problem Identification and Comprehension 
Most participants highlight the importance of the starting point in the AI-driven 

decision-making process. It was regularly mentioned that many organizations start 

to experiment with AI without trying to identify and solve existing problems. This 

was particularly connected to the hype around AI and to an initial excitement 

around experimenting with the newest and most fancy technology. However, by 

not solving an existing problem, it is very unlikely that the AI model will yield 

any value to the organization or client. Thus, organizations risk investing a 

significant number of resources into projects that will never make it out of the 

research & development (R&D) department and is ultimately worthless, apart 

from potential learning effects. For instance, one case participant mentioned 

numerous “wasted” projects due to this challenge. To solve this, several 

participants recommended to be more realistic when it comes to AI, but still to be 

bold and try things out. For instance, the “boring” applications are usually the 

most impactful. 
 

So, we go and talk to users first and then we work with the AI algorithm. 

That has worked very well for us… whenever we develop something, 

people are already there using it for us. We have made 10 AI algorithms 

and all of them have been used by the organization. So, our success rate is 

100%. (Interviewee 1, Case 1).  

 

However, the organization also needs to understand the problem. As one 

interviewee mentioned: “Are you really sure you understand the problem that you 

are trying to solve is like the first question. And typically, the answer is no, and I 

think that is the 80% [of the failure rate] right there.” Breaking the problem down 

into smaller segments was mentioned as a helpful way of solving this, which can 

lead to a realization that AI is not the best solution to the problem. Case 

participants also favor a more gradual approach to developing AI, asserting that it 

is important to restrict the AI usage to an understandable level in the start, 

gradually increasing the difficulty. Understanding a problem and pursuing gradual 
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development would, however, be highly inefficient without starting with an 

identified problem. Nevertheless, these are processes that interviewees mentioned 

would take a lot of time, but recommended patience and trusting the process as 

keys to succeeding. 

 

Our analysis suggests that neglecting problem identification, understanding and a 

gradual development approach can be symptoms of the AI frenzy, which shows 

that the current environment can lead to ignoring sound decision-making. 

Nevertheless, these are only some of the many prerequisites to overcome AI 

challenges. Trust is another one of these factors.  

4.4.2 Trust in AI 

Trust in AI is critical for AI to augment organizational decision-making processes, 

which depends on explainability, biases and control. This is a central part of 

bridging the gap between AI and potential users. We found the explainability 

factor is contingent on the nature of the use case, which is essential for uncovering 

biased or technically faulty algorithms and achieving transparent and controlled 

decision-making processes.  

As the accuracy of an AI model is inherently linked to how complex it is, it 

creates a transparency issue. As a model increases in accuracy, it inevitably 

becomes more complex and hence more challenging for humans to comprehend, a 

so-called “black box”. A significant number of respondents underscored this as 

one of the major disadvantages of using AI in organizations, as it would not be 

ethically sound to blindly trust and act on the outputs without understanding the 

underlying processes. As such, the response to how much each respondent sees 

this lack of transparency as an issue in their application varies greatly, where 

organizations without direct human implications tend to prioritize accuracy over 

transparency. In contrast, organizations with direct human implications favor a 

more balanced approach to accuracy and transparency. An example from the Bid 

Robot case shows that black boxes can lead to the AI development being shut 

down:  
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We collected a large amount of data from payroll systems, project systems, 

customer evaluations, and so on, and trained the model on this. Then we 

asked the model, 'Which employees are likely to resign within the next 

three months?' We achieved an accuracy rate well above 95%. We 

attempted to understand the underlying mechanisms of this model, but we 

could not…. As it did not align with our values, we decided to shut down 

the project. (Interviewee 11, Case 8). 

Although explainability might be most desired in some contexts, the resulting 

decrease in accuracy can decrease the trust towards the AI tool. This is because 

the AI model would more often fail to produce the desired results, which would 

lead to the AI being less dependable and trustworthy. Therefore, this is an effect 

that can reduce the value of increasing explainability, hence decreasing accuracy, 

in the first place. Although we recognize that some degree of explainability is 

crucial for the development of trust, we propose that one should acknowledge that 

there seems to be an inherent tradeoff between accuracy and explainability. With 

current technology, an emphasis on explainability will limit accuracy, and as such, 

limit the potential value of developing and implementing AI in organizations in 

the first place. 

Furthermore, several participants highlighted potential biases in AI algorithms as 

one of the most significant drawbacks of using AI in organizations. This issue 

becomes particularly important when models are trained on historical data 

involving humans. Unfortunately, as human history includes countless instances 

of injustice and unfairness, there is a risk that these biases are encoded in a model, 

as algorithms can perpetuate or amplify existing societal biases. These concerns 

are particularly highlighted in automation tasks with limited human intervention, 

as relying on AI tools can provide a sense of loss of control. Consequently, 

organizations may experience a diminishing sense of agency and decision-making 

authority when AI algorithms manage vast data quantities, without human 

interference. “Bias is the most important [disadvantage]. In a way, you're giving 

away control, right? If a human, for example, would read thousands of comments, 

they might come to a different conclusion than the model.” (Interviewee 10, Case 

7).  
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Even though having a human at the end of the organizational decision-making 

process is central for control, it is imperative to make the operator trust the output 

of the AI model. In most of the cases we have examined, there is a human that 

acts on the model's output. As a result, an AI tool will never be beneficial for an 

organization unless the operator trusts the model's output and understands how to 

act upon it. 

AI can make a decision-making process more rational, but ultimately, the 

irrational decision-making lies with the human at the end of the process…. 

He must truly believe that what the model says is correct. If he has 

experienced too many false alarms, that's where the problem lies. It is not 

that the model is wrong, but rather that he does not bother getting out of 

the car for yet another false alarm. A model will do what it has been 

trained to do, but what you are actually trying to achieve happens out in 

the field with people. (Interviewee 2, Case 2). 

4.4.3 Costs and Complexity of Data Management  

Several respondents highlighted the cost associated with developing and 

implementing AI models as a significant disadvantage, where the financial burden 

of setting up and maintaining AI systems can prove prohibitive for many 

organizations, especially smaller organizations, and start-ups with limited 

resources. The implementation process itself is perceived as costly and intricate, 

which involves training leaders and employees tasked with interpreting AI outputs 

and ensuring that the organization's internal procedures are equipped to utilize the 

new technology. However, some of the cases were from 2019 and the AI 

evolution has come a long way since then, leading to better and faster AI 

development.  

A significant challenge shared by most of the respondents was the limited 

availability of data. Given the nature of AI models, which require significant 

amounts of high-quality, accurate, and up-to-date data to train and validate their 

performance. Obtaining access to training data was underscored as a significant 

barrier, particularly for smaller organizations and start-ups, not only due to the 
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inherent costs of data acquisition but also the substantial time investment and 

necessary knowledge required to format the raw data into usable data.  

In cooking, it’s really important to get high-quality ingredients and prepare 

them the correct way… so that you cut them in the right shapes, sizes, and 

so on. Do the right preparation before you even start doing anything. 

[Developing] AI is no different. Never underestimate how long it takes to 

gather and prepare the data you are going to use (Interviewee 10, Case 7) 

The importance of managing data seems to be dependent on the use case itself. 

Naturally, a greater level of importance to data bias is to be found in the cases 

directly impacting humans. Several of the participants have mentioned limiting 

the use of personal details to a bare minimum, in addition to exploring the use of 

synthetic data as potential solutions. In addition, the acquisition of data was 

frequently tied to privacy considerations, which often impose constraints on the 

type of data that could be collected and used. As one interviewee emphasized: 

“The biggest [challenge] that I have seen is data privacy and how to deal with it. If 

we get data that is somehow raw, we need to be really strict on developing 

anonymization.” (Interviewee 4, Case 3). 

Further, there is a scarcity of high-quality and up-to-date data, which significantly 

influences the accuracy of AI models. This results in a gap between the potential 

and actual performance. In other words, with inaccurate or wrong data it is likely 

to end up with an unsatisfactory result. This discrepancy was identified to be a 

major obstacle to securing continued managerial support, both financially and in 

terms of time allocation during a project's developmental phase. "Even if you have 

the best machine learning models, it is still going to be a garbage in, garbage out-

situation. Everything depends on the quality of the data." (Interviewee 2, Case 2). 

What exacerbates these issues is the inherent uncertainty in the development 

process. When starting with developing AI models, it is hard to tell how many 

hours will be required to achieve the necessary accuracy. As one interviewee 

mentioned: 
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But when it comes to machine learning, we cannot tell if we invest 100 

hours, then we will find this pattern or solve this with the algorithm. Or if 

we invest 1000 hours, we still do not know whether we will be left with a 

functional model or not. (Interviewee 11, Case 8). 

In addition to data challenges, several participants highlight the importance of 

having access to the right talent throughout the process of developing and 

implementing AI. In the development process, for example, there is a greater need 

for someone who can gather, provide, and clean data. In the implementation 

process, on the other hand, there is a greater need for someone who can take the 

AI model and successfully implement it within the organization and educate the 

employees so that it provides the intended value. This necessitates a mix of 

individuals with diverse backgrounds, including those with technical expertise as 

well as non-technical professionals. Revisiting the cooking metaphor once more, 

one of our interviewees described it this way: 

[When the preparation is done and] you start cooking… you also need 

chefs that have made the dish before, and preferably with different 

specializations and skills. When the dish or product is done, you need 

good waiters to deliver it, right? There are a lot of steps [to developing and 

implementing AI tools], and every step is important and requires different 

people with the right skills and resources. (Interviewee 10, Case 7) 

4.4.4 Regulatory and Economic Uncertainty 

Firstly, participants expressed concern over existing and outdated laws and 

potential future legislation that could restrict AI usage. This concern is especially 

prominent in regions such as in the EU, which has robust data protection 

regulations such as GDPR, where uncertainty around future regulations acts as a 

deterrent when considering implementing AI tools. As one interviewee 

mentioned: "We are working with laws that were developed in the 90’s that could 

not foresee how rapid the data development would be at all. So, it is a tremendous 

challenge." (Interviewee 15, Case 10) 
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Further, regardless of communication with the legal department, the CV & Job 

Matching case was shut down partly due to regulatory uncertainty and risks within 

AI in recruitment. This also presented some difficulties as they were not allowed 

to train the NLP model on personal data but was solved by just comparing text 

and training the model on news articles instead. This signals that despite all the 

measures one can take to realize benefits and evade the other challenges, 

regulations can be detrimental to utilizing AI in organizations.  

Secondly, economic aspects can also present a challenge regardless of how far 

along the project is. This was again prevalent in the CV & Job Matching case, in 

which they faced budget reductions and were thus forced to alter their resource 

allocations. Adding to this was the fact that the AI project was an internal process 

improvement of which functionality could be somewhat covered by existing 

acquired solutions. Some other cases also had this issue as AI development was 

characterized as research and development (R&D) activity that would be less 

prioritized when at conflict with core business tasks. Interestingly, one 

interviewee hoped that if they automated enough of their consulting projects in the 

future, they could focus more on R&D.  

Often, it [a process innovation] is perhaps in areas where you have 

something that works today, but which could be improved. [The company 

name] like many others now, must cut their budgets. Then it is easier, I 

think, for the management to cut new development, instead of what 

already exists, in a way. It is a bit more like experimenting. (Interviewee 8, 

case 6).  

This highlights how important it is to spend enough time assessing risks and 

uncertainties before investing in AI projects. Failing to address these can lead to 

wasting valuable organizational resources, although we recognize that these 

factors are highly exogenous. Adding to this is the organizational complexity and 

inertia hindering effective AI development.  
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4.4.5 Organizational Complexity and Inertial Forces 

The organizational complexity, especially in terms of inertial procedures, was a 

recurrent problem throughout our interviews. This complexity was particularly 

severe in large and established organizations where outdated structures and 

procedures often proved inadequate to meet the required pace of current 

technological advancements. Smaller organizations, however, were to a larger 

degree more capable of implementing AI tools in a shorter time frame. Several of 

the cases were also the first AI projects in their companies, meaning that they for 

instance lacked successful projects they could look to for help and organizational 

strategies and routines for collaboration around new AI projects. Further, securing 

approval for internal testing and implementation processes was described as 

demanding and time-consuming, often resulting in considerable delays or even 

project cancellations. 

There is a very complex application landscape in such a large company. 

Everything needs to fit together, and everything has to go through 

numerous gateways before anything can be put into production. It takes an 

extremely long time and is challenging to work with. Out of the six 

months this project lasted, three months were actual work, and the rest 

involved obtaining approvals. (Interviewee 15, Case 10).  

Furthermore, several participants highlighted the organizational infrastructure and 

its supporting role in the development and implementation of AI as equally 

critical for success, and just as important as the model itself. As such, introducing 

the importance of developing an appropriate organizational structure that is fit to 

handle both the development and implementation processes of AI. Numerous 

participants highlighted the importance of incorporating AI into a company's 

overall strategic framework. As many of an organization’s objectives and goals 

are optimistic in nature, they might be unattainable without incorporating machine 

learning and artificial intelligence. “[Developing AI before the organization is 

ready] is typically where organizations burn a lot of money. If the processes and 

the organization are not ready for AI, then you should fix that before developing 

AI [solutions].”  (Interviewee 12, Case 9). 
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However, organizational inertia can be highly dependent on their markets. Several 

participants from the consulting industry connected this to a current transition 

phase in their markets. This is not only due to conservative customers slowly 

adapting to the new technologies, but also that consultancies’ business models are 

based off being paid by human working hours, and not machines. Naturally, this 

business model does not strongly incentivize efficiency gains as more human 

hours will yield more revenue. Although enhancing efficiency can for instance 

allow consultancies to reduce their prices in tender competitions, there seems to 

be strong inertial forces in place hindering this, both within the organization and 

the clients. One interviewee made an example of a market that had been the same 

for 50 years, not willing to change and adapt to AI no matter what, whilst another 

mentioned that:  

I just think you need to read the market and you need to dictate your 

choices based on what the market would accept or not. At the moment the 

market is not totally accepting of it. It is a transition period, and I am sure 

once the market wants to accept it, [the company] will start wanting to do 

it, right. But you cannot just force things on clients. (Interviewee 7, Case 

5).  

 

Although the implementation process in larger organizations can be time 

consuming, this is not exclusively negative. Several interviewees mentioned that 

this allows for a thorough review of how an AI tool is built, and if the ethical and 

privacy implications of the tool is in line with current regulations and internal 

goals and routines. One interviewee further state that the inclusion of clear 

regulations and ethical standards could increase the level of trust towards an AI 

tool: 

We have very strong regulations…. You need people to trust this [AI], and 

one way that you can make people trust it is by either adhering to some 

law or regulation that everyone agrees on, and everyone trusts, or by 

proving very, very transparently, deliberately, and painstakingly that you 

are to be trusted. (Interviewee 12, Case 9). 
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5.0 Discussion 

This section aims to discuss our main contributions to theory and managerial 

practice considering existing literature. We contribute with 4 main themes: 1. 

Rationality and Accuracy, 2. Trust in AI, 3. Organizational Structure and Strategic 

Goals, and 4. Problem Comprehension. In addition, we will discuss possible 

limitations of the study and identify areas of further research. 

5.1 Theoretical Implications  

Even though most of our findings converge with existing literature, we also 

contribute to gaps in the literature. More specifically, we provide new insights 

into how the context of use cases can affect accuracy and explainability through 

assessing whether humans can be negatively affected; how the AI-based decision-

making structures of Shrestha et al. (2019) can be modified to represent the 

complexities of AI augmenting humans more accurately, and overall, how the 

different advantages and challenges are tightly interrelated and will depend on 

knowledge about AI.  

5.1.1 Rationality and Accuracy  

Our study suggests that AI can augment decision-making processes, but that this 

is contingent on numerous factors. However, this improvement cannot be 

exclusively attributed to accuracy. For instance, mechanics can, by knocking on 

some equipment or ‘sticking a finger in the air’, gather limited and relevant 

information, and propose a suitable decision to a medium to high degree of 

accuracy. Given that AI algorithms can reach a similar degree of accuracy, which 

our results support, the human is often able to perform similarly rational decision-

making processes, all else equal. This is in line with the findings of Tversky & 

Kahneman (1974) and Gigerenzer & Gaissmaier (2011) that heuristics can be a 

useful decision-making strategy in some cases characterized by uncertainty. On 

the one hand, this alone would not justify the investment in AI as the organization 

would likely be better off just keeping the human. On the other hand, combining 

speed, reliability, and sustainability with similar levels of accuracy tends to justify 
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the investments. For example, an AI system is far more reliable than a mechanic, 

given that it is always at work, does not take sick days, gets distracted, “or decides 

to fall off a ladder” (Interviewee 13, Case 9).  

Another aspect that can justify AI investments is that these models are closer to 

perfect rationality (Simon, 1979) than what humans might be. They can, through 

digital networks and the larger processing power of data, account for more 

information on more alternatives than a human ever could (Shrestha et al., 2019). 

For example, by connecting a planning process to carbon emission data, it is 

possible to account for relevant perspectives that were not considered before and 

thus reach higher predictive accuracies. This shows a transition from humans 

doing the information search of decision-making processes before, characterized 

by bounded rationality, to a search process closer to perfect rationality (Simon, 

1979). Although this can initially lead to a belief that AI will augment the 

organizational decision-making process through increased accuracy, only the 

Transport Modelling case supports this. The scarcity of support can be attributed 

to the lack of sufficient high-quality training data and that organizations are using 

simpler AI models to ensure explainability, which could be affecting accuracy 

negatively. Thus, incorporating more information and parameters into AI-based 

decision-making can lead to augmentation of humans, but it often requires that the 

challenges are addressed. However, this is easier said than done as our analysis 

shows. This suggests further support for Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier’s (2011) 

work on the value of heuristics compared to comprehensive AI analysis, as the 

latter can be highly challenging.  

The specificity of decision search space and interpretability of more complex AI 

models (Shrestha et al., 2019) can be more effectively addressed by humans than 

AI as their intelligence is not bound to a particular use case and that humans can 

increase overall explainability that AI can lack. Regardless, we found that the size 

of the alternative set was the most important in that AI allowed for processing of 

vast amounts of data that humans were unable to tackle, significantly increasing 

the efficiency of the process. Further, we found little support for AI’s significance 

through enhancement of decision-making speed and issues of replicability 

(Shrestha et al., 2019). Overall, the organizations in our study aligned their AI-
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based decision-making structures with “AI to human sequential decision making” 

(p. 6), effectively combing the strengths of AI and humans, and not amplifying 

each other’s weaknesses. However, whether high interpretability is achieved in 

this structure will depend on how advanced the AI technology is, which Shrestha 

et al. (2019) fail to comprehensively address. For instance, several of our cases 

had low interpretability although there were humans involved at the end.  

When discussing the role of AI in organizational decision-making, emphasizing 

the role of human judgment is crucial. Nearly all of our participants have 

highlighted that a human operator is a part of the process, and as such, able to 

oversee the process in case of errors. This is further highlighting that the need for 

human oversight in AI processes is crucial for avoiding potential mishaps, which 

is in line with the upcoming EU AI Act (European Parliament, 2023): “AI systems 

should be overseen by people, rather than automation, to prevent harmful 

outcomes.” Also, as the cases have seen a threshold value that sends lower 

confidence results to manual handling, this can lead to improved accuracy and 

fairness of the systems, consistent with Shrestha et al. (2019).  

However, as humans can be irrational, for instance due to heavily biased feelings 

(Slovic et al., 2006), it is important to stress a factor that could limit the accuracy 

of an AI model: the operator acting on the output of the model. An operator often 

makes the final decision on whether to act on the output a model has given or not, 

meaning that it does not matter how accurate or rational the output is if the 

operator chooses not to act on it. For instance, the operator could be stuck in old 

routines and be afraid of the new technologies, rendering the processing of the AI 

model useless. The ability to bridge AI and users would naturally depend on 

trusting the algorithms. 

5.1.2 Trust in AI   

Scholars have emphasized trust as a critical factor in AI implementation 

(Kolbjørnsrud et al., 2017; Kolbjørnsrud, 2023), which is in line with our 

findings. In addition to this, we have observed a struggle with the inherent 

tradeoff between accuracy and transparency, supporting the findings of 
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Eschenbach & Warren (2021). As we have observed, these two aspects have a 

direct impact on the level of trust towards an AI tool, and therefore, the 

probability of a successful implementation. As such, the findings of this study 

reinforce the critical role that attitudes and trust play toward AI in the successful 

integration of AI into organizational decision-making processes. 

5.1.2.1 Managing Trust in Organizations 

Consistent with prior studies (Castelvecchi, 2016; Kolbjørnsrud et al., 2017), our 

investigation suggests a direct relationship between individuals' attitude and their 

level of trust in AI with their knowledge and hands-on experience with AI tools. 

Building on the findings Jacovi et al. (2021), there are two types of trust towards 

AI tools, namely intrinsic and extrinsic trust. As such, trust towards in an AI tool 

can be obtained through explanation, or in other words, transparency, or through 

the evaluation data, or in other words, consistently accurate outcomes.  

The Role of Intrinsic Trust 

According to Jacovi et al. (2021), a user will gain intrinsic trust towards an AI tool 

when 1. The user successfully comprehends the true reasoning process of the 

model, and 2. The reasoning process of the model matches the user’s priors of 

agreeable reasoning. Due to the inherent trade-off between accuracy and 

explainability, as illustrated in our findings, this aspect of trust is difficult to 

manage, as increased explainability can reduce the overall accuracy of the model. 

Providing new theoretical insights, we found this to be dependent on whether the 

cases had direct human implications, in which organizations with direct human 

implications tend to favor transparency over accuracy. However, the AI Act 

(European Parliament, 2023) can alter this in collectively pursing more 

explainable models, but with adaptions to the risk level of the use case. 

Regardless, it could be beneficial to consider other options to increase or replace 

the need for transparency, one of which could be legislation and strict 

organizational routines. An interviewee compared this to the construction and use 

of bridges, where most people are comfortable walking over a bridge, knowing 

that it is built under the adherence of strict rules and requirements, thus making 

transparency somewhat redundant. 
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The second aspect is that the reasoning process of the model matches the user’s 

prior knowledge of agreeable reasoning (Jacovi et al., 2021). This is consistent 

with our findings, which suggest that practical experience and education can 

provide a more accurate and realistic view of AI capabilities, which increases the 

level of trust. It is, however, important to note that not every employee requires 

comprehensive technical knowledge to trust AI. As Jacovi et al. (2021) states, it is 

not a prerequisite for trust that a user understands the outcome, as long as the user 

believes that the outcome is correct and trustworthy. Like our trust in common 

devices such as computers and televisions, the primary focus lies in their 

functionality and reliability. Most employees possess a rudimentary understanding 

of how these devices operate. However, the specifics of their inner workings and 

assembly would render most employees clueless. For instance, most employees 

trust Microsoft Excel to correctly execute multiplication despite not fully grasping 

the underlying computations and how the product is built. This same perspective 

should extend to AI tools; the emphasis should be on their functionality and 

reliability, rather than on intricate technical details. Ensuring employees have a 

basic comprehension of AI can help alleviate fears and increase acceptance. 

The Role of Extrinsic Trust 

To obtain trust, one approach is with Extrinsic trust, or in other words, 

consistency. As such, the developers need to prove that the AI tool is consistently 

accurate over time. According to Jacovi et al. (2021), there are two methods of 

obtaining extrinsic trust: 1. By proxy, and 2. By observation. 

Frist, according to Jacovi et al. (2021), a user can obtain trust towards an AI tool 

by being influenced by an expert human opinion. By being assured that the 

outcome of the AI tool is correct and trustworthy, a general level of trust can be 

achieved. This is consistent to a method used in our cases, where experts 

presented the model to the operators. 

Second, a user can obtain trust towards an AI tool by observing that a model 

produces consistently accurate outcome over time, in different specific contexts 

(Jacovi et al., 2021). This is consistent with our findings, which suggest that the 
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level of trust towards an AI tool is directly tied to the operators experience with 

the tool. The authors further exemplify this by showing that if a model performs 

equally for two large collections of people of different races, a user may deem the 

model more trustworthy (Jacovi et al., 2021). This, however, introduces a 

repeatedly highlighted concern in our study, namely the significant challenges of 

obtaining and cleaning the data used to train an AI model. If the datasets contain 

biases toward race or gender, these biases could inadvertently be learned and 

amplified by the model (Bolukbasi et al., 2016). This is further consistent with 

what we have observed in our study, where nearly all of the interviewees 

emphasized the importance of accurate, high-quality data and unbiased data 

management.  

5.1.2.2 Attitudes and Knowledge Towards AI 

We have found that the knowledge an organizational member has about AI is 

decisive for developing trust in the technologies. As evident in the current 

situation, there generally is limited knowledge about AI in organizations 

(Scarpetta, 2023). Combining limited knowledge with potential fears and biases 

from media can be a perilous combination (Nader et al., 2022). If organizational 

members are mainly exposed to and believe in entertainment media’s dystopic 

portrayal of AI and the fact that many top organizations have requested a halt in 

the technological development, signaling a control loss of the groundbreaking 

technology (Kahn, 2023), it is likely that they will experience negative emotions 

toward AI, such as fear and skepticism (Nader et al., 2022). This enhances the 

importance of raising organizational awareness about AI, which could also result 

in enhanced intrinsic motivation towards using the new technologies, if coupled 

with autonomy (Deci & Ryan, 1985).  

It is evident from existing literature and results that AI has the potential to evoke 

adverse emotions among organizational members through fear, skepticism, and/or 

disappointment. Even though the AI label is avoided in communications and 

projects, there can still be resistance and adverse emotions due to AI changing 

jobs (Leonard-Barton & Kraus, 1985). Heuristics can be especially alluring in 

such complex situations, in which humans can rely on the likes of the availability 
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and affect heuristics to ease their efforts (Slovic et al., 2006). However, “The 

worst thing a manager can do is to shrug such resistance aside…” (Leonard-

Barton & Kraus, 1985), which can be avoided by addressing the need for 

relatedness and increasing intrinsic motivation (Deci & Ryan, 1985). This suggest 

that managers need to address the feelings of their employees to provide a sense 

of security, no matter whether they are overly positive or negative. By doing this, 

they can create a better climate for developing trust toward AI.   

In conclusion, our study aligns with the findings of Haefner et al. (2021), that 

designing an AI tool that humans can interact with and adequately trust are 

important challenges to overcome for successfully developing and implementing 

AI in an organization. 

5.1.3 Organizational Structure and Strategic Goals 
The fact that structural inertia is a result of an organization’s age and size is a 

well-known phenomenon (Hannan & Freeman, 1984). In this study, we have 

found equivalent results, where younger and smaller organizations seem to be able 

to implement AI tools more rapidly as a part of their decision-making process, 

compared to their counterparts. According to March (1991), the innovative 

capability of an organization is inherently dependent on the balance between 

exploitation and exploration, representing a common issue we found of balancing 

core business functions and innovation. Further, we have observed that a lack of a 

clear company-wide vision about the technological future and how the 

organization aims to utilize AI has been an internal obstacle when developing and 

implementing AI. As such, in line with the findings of Adams et al. (2006), we 

believe that incorporating AI into the organization’s strategy, for instance in the 

form of innovation goals (Yukl & Lepsinger, 2006), can play a crucial role in 

shaping an organization's approach to successfully develop and implement AI. By 

effectively implementing such a strategy, organizational members can be 

allocated more time and resources to pursue new learning and innovation. As 

Yukl & Lepsinger (2006) emphasized: “When there is a specific innovation goal 

for which people will be held accountable, this mental activity is more likely to 

get the attention and effort it deserves.” (p. 5). As such, we believe that this can 
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improve interdisciplinary collaboration, as especially prominent in the 

implementation of the Fleet Management case.  

 

Regardless, effectively implementing AI strategies requires that leaders 

understand the technologies, which seems to be a common problem. Not being 

able to understand this can lead to managers failing to communicate transparently 

about the benefits and limitations of AI, not addressing employees' concerns 

effectively, and therefore not following the advice of Kaplan & Haenlein (2019).  

Our findings suggest that consulting companies are slow to internally utilize AI in 

their decision-making processes, because their business model incentivizes 

billable hours over efficiency improvements. This is consistent with the findings 

of Crisan and Stanca (2021), who found that only a small portion of consulting 

firms have replaced their traditional business models with those based on new 

digital approaches and technological innovations, urging the need to change 

business models to incentivize technological adoption. Furthermore, we have 

found that internal digital transformation in consulting companies is dependent on 

the market and whether the market is accepting new innovations. This is again 

consistent with Crisan and Stanca (2021), who uncovered that the digital 

transformation of consulting companies is closely connected with their external 

triggers, or in other words, the demand in the market. We have, however, found 

that in our cases, several interviewees recognize the need to change, and that the 

market currently is in a transition period converging towards AI acceptance. 

Extending this, these significant inertial forces signal strong path dependencies 

that can be exceptionally hard to break (Arthur, 1994; Cyert & March, 1963; 

Sydow et al., 2009). However, dissolving such path tendencies is possible, and 

can be a result of unforeseen exogenous forces, such as “shocks, catastrophes, or 

crises” that are likely to “shake the system” (Arthur, 1994; Sydow et al., 2009, p. 

701). The recognition from the participants that they need to change their business 

models signal that these patterns are, in fact, starting to change. This also indicates 

that AI can act as an unforeseen exogenous force, which is reasonable due to the 

ground-breaking developments in the last years shown through the likes of 

ChatGPT.  
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5.1.4 Problem Comprehension 

We established that starting with a problem was essential in the decision-making 

process, as failing to address this can virtually render the project useless. Because 

implementing new technologies can be considered as major organizational change 

processes, change management principles can be of help here. Our findings 

converge with the likes of Kotter (1995) in that it is vital for successful change 

processes to have a “burning platform” and maintain organizational momentum 

around it. By starting with a problem, the AI change processes already have this 

platform in place. Therefore, they avoid some of the challenges connected to first 

developing AI algorithms and then trying to force technological change on 

employees. Central to Kotter’s (1995) view is the importance of cooperation and 

motivation amongst organizational members, which evidently applies to today’s 

AI change processes as well. Extending this, to force change on employees 

violates Ryan & Deci’s (1985) autonomy contingency of intrinsic motivation by 

“thwarting people’s innate psychological needs.” (p. 71), which is supported by 

the likes of Leonard-Barton & Kraus (1985).  

 

As strategy and goals affect organizational decision-making processes (Cyert & 

March, 1963), problem comprehension also affects the information gathering and 

analysis of organizational members (Simon, 1947). By not having a solid problem 

comprehension, the following decision-making process can be error prone and 

biased. Conversely, if organizational members spend enough time to uncover root 

causes and a deep understanding of the problem, this can allow for consideration 

of more relevant alternatives, being able to evaluate the consequences more 

accurately and eventually choosing the more appropriate alternative. Starting with 

a problem and fully comprehending it converges with Simon (1979), in which a 

well-founded problem identification and comprehension can lay an important 

foundation for close to perfectly rational decision-making processes.  

 

The finding of pursuing gradual AI development is highly consistent with 

Engelbart (1962). His strategy for research toward augmenting human intellectual 

effectiveness emphasizes the precepts “to pursue the quickest gains first, and use 
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the increased intellectual effectiveness thus derived to help pursue successive 

gains.” (p. 3). By starting slow and initially focusing on quick gains from 

implementing the “simpler” models of AI, such as machine learnings algorithms 

replicating decision trees, this can allow organizational users to enhance this 

augmentation effect even further. Thus, after having learnt the easier models, it 

will easier be able to progress into more complicated AI, such as deep learning.  

 

The excessive hype and confusion around AI as found in the literature (Leonard-

Barton & Kraus, 1985; Siegel, 2023), are mirrored in our findings and analysis. 

Interestingly, participants connect AI to AGI, and not to narrow AI and ML 

methods. As the AI label can be highly misleading, we believe in two solutions: 1. 

Address the knowledge gap and ensure more realistic expectations, which 

undoubtedly is a large change process that will take significant resources and time 

(Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014; Leonard-Barton & Kraus, 1985), or 2. Change the 

name of ML-based project to not include AI, a quick-fix, like in the CV and Job 

Matching case and as Siegel (2023) recommends. Pursuing both can be an 

effective way of managing expectations in the short-term, but also long-term in 

ensuring better and more accurate understandings of the new technologies. This 

can therefore help to cool down the AI hype and contribute to more business value 

through the more simple and practical use cases.  

5.2 Managerial Implications  

It is evident that using AI effectively in organizations is a demanding task, 

exacerbated by the large investments of time and resources required, in addition to 

the numerous pitfalls along the way. In our study, we have gained insights into the 

complexities of AI and what factors that can lead to either success or failure. In 

this section, we aim to provide a summary of the most useful managerial advice 

by combining our empirical findings and theoretical foundation. We believe that 

by focusing on these recommendations, organizations could increase the success 

rate of AI development and implementation, as earlier discussed in the 

introduction.  
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1. Carefully manage expectations in the organization regarding what AI is 

and what the intended AI tool is capable of.  

2. Use AI to innovate based on existing organizational problems, not just to 

experiment with technology. This process can be hard, and it is normal to 

fail, but starting with AI as fast as possible is paramount to not being at a 

competitive advantage in the years to come.  

3. Assess different relevant technologies before implementing AI to ensure 

that there are no other more suited, and possibly simpler methods to 

addressing the problem.  

4. Assess whether the decision-making process can affect people negatively 

to ensure corresponding transparency.  

5. Understand the problem at hand from a legal view and what the risks are 

of using AI in your domain. The EU AI Act can be a helpful starting point.  

6. Assess whether you have access to enough quality data to effectively train 

an AI model and acknowledge that data gathering and cleaning are 

straining processes. If this is in place, start to experiment gradually.  

7. Manage trust by enhancing the understandings of how the AI models 

works and ensure that they produce accurate results consistently.   

8. Include humans at the end of decision-making processes with mechanisms 

to allow for higher safety, accuracy, and fairness.  

9. Use change management principles to manage the change processes that 

AI brings into the organization. This can be to create a burning platform, 

motivate employees to support the new technology by enhancing their AI 

knowledge, autonomy, and relatedness, and to leverage successful use 

cases.  

10. Be patient and acknowledge that the AI wave, like the sustainability wave, 

will take time due to industrial and organizational inertial forces. This can 

take a significant amount of time if AI is being utilized in the organization 

for the first time, as existing procedures and organizational designs might 

not fit to effectively implement AI.  
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5.3 Limitations  

In this master's thesis, several limitations need to be acknowledged that might 

have impacted the outcomes and overall findings of the study. Firstly, our findings 

are based on a multiple case study design with cases from different industries. 

Although this method has enhanced the breadth of our findings, it also introduces 

an inherent level of heterogeneity that can complicate the identification of 

common patterns or trends (Ridder, 2017). The broad spectrum of industries 

studied, each with its unique contexts, cultures, and decision-making styles, might 

have shaped how AI was utilized and perceived in each use case. Furthermore, it 

should be noted that our insights are based on a specific set of case studies and 

therefore should not be uncritically applied to all organizations across all 

industries.  

As the interviewees held different educational backgrounds and levels of 

experience, this could have introduced bias into our data. These differing 

backgrounds could result in varied interpretations and emphases on the role and 

impact of AI in decision-making processes. For instance, individuals with a 

technical background might emphasize the functional or performance aspects of 

AI, while business-oriented individuals might prioritize economic considerations, 

organizational culture, and soft skills. While this subjectivity is challenging to 

control for, we have attempted to mitigate this issue by balancing the number of 

interviewees with different backgrounds evenly. Although we believe this 

measure has been beneficial for a comprehensive understanding of each case, we 

recognize that this potentially could limit the cohesiveness of the findings drawn 

from the data. 

As shown in Table 2, we were in some cases only able to conduct interviews with 

a single individual per organization. This leads to two potential limitations. The 

first raises concerns about response reliability, as our insights from these 

organizations heavily rely on a single individual's perspective and memory, which 

may not fully represent the organization's diverse experiences or viewpoints. 

Secondly, it may limit our in-depth understanding of how AI is embedded within 
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the organization and how it augments decision-making processes due to the lack 

of multiple internal perspectives. 

Although qualitative data can provide rich and detailed accounts, our study may 

have been susceptible to interviewee bias, which is a prevalent issue in qualitative 

research where participants might either consciously or subconsciously present 

themselves or their organizations in a particular light (Qu & Dumay, 2011). 

Despite our efforts to mitigate this bias through the careful phrasing of questions, 

creating an environment for open discussions, and analyzing and presenting the 

data in an objective manner, it is nearly impossible to eliminate this risk entirely. 

Despite these limitations, we are confident that our study offers important insights 

into the augmenting role of ML and NLP in organizational decision-making 

processes. It is important to note, however, that the development and 

implementation of AI in organizations is a highly dynamic and rapidly evolving 

field. While our study might be relevant and current at the time of writing, the 

situation could possibly be different in just a few years. Even though the 

development of the field is rapid, our participants claim that there will be a human 

operator included in the loop for the foreseeable future. As the future is and will 

always be uncertain, these limitations should be considered while interpreting the 

findings of this study. 

5.4 Suggestions for Further Research  

Drawing on the findings and implications of this study, several areas for future 

research emerge as interesting to enhance our understanding of the interplay 

between AI and human decision-making. This study has clearly demonstrated that 

despite AI's increasing influence in organizations, human intervention remains a 

constant and important component in the decision-making process. This 

introduces its own set of complexities, one of which includes potential irrational 

behavior and decision-making by human actors. As such, one possible interesting 

direction of study would be to explore the emotional responses of end-users 

towards AI more in depth, as this can significantly affect the acceptance, trust, and 

ultimately, the value derived from such tools. For instance, negative emotions 
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experienced by an operator towards an AI tool could engender a sense of mistrust, 

thereby undermining the perceived efficiency of AI in enhancing decision-making 

processes.  

Similarly, it would be interesting to investigate more cases in which AI has 

augmented a decision-making process that was previously dependent on 

heuristics. This would further extend and validate our findings about two of our 

mechanics cases, providing deeper insights into the likes of end users and 

customers.  

As our results suggest, the organization itself and its culture and routines are 

equally, if not more, important than the AI tool itself. As such, it would be 

interesting to further explore the underlying factors of this phenomenon. Further 

investigation could, therefore, focus on how organizations should design a 

supportive cultural environment that fosters AI innovation, considering the 

phenomenon from both the change management perspective, and the learning 

perspective. 

Additionally, given that our interviewees repeatedly underscored the inevitability 

of human involvement in decision-making processes, future research could seek to 

further unravel the intricate balance between human and AI responsibility. 

Consider a scenario where for example a human operator consciously disregards 

the advice of an AI tool, consequently leading to an unfortunate, and potentially 

dangerous situation. Or the other way around, where a human operator blindly 

follows the input from an AI tool, which leads to a similar unfortunate and 

possibly dangerous situation. In such instances, where should the responsibility 

lie? 

Furthermore, as this is a qualitative study with a limited sample size, additional 

studies, both qualitative studies with different areas of focus, in addition to 

quantitative studies, are required to assess the generalization of our findings.  

We believe that the exploration of these possible research directions would not 

only enhance our understanding of the interplay between AI and human decision-
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making but would also provide additional guidance to organizations on how to 

effectively navigate the complexities of AI development and implementation. 

6.0 Conclusion 
This thesis has attempted to address some of the gaps and unanswered questions 

in the current body of literature, by exploring the integration and implications of 

Artificial Intelligence in organizational decision-making processes. Through a 

series of case studies, this paper has demonstrated the practical application of AI 

based on predictive analytics, NLP, and classification analytics, across various 

industries. Although the thesis has highlighted that there is no perfect way to 

utilize AI to augment decision-making processes, the study provides valuable 

insights into the intricacies an organization is faced with when attempting to 

develop and implement AI. Based on our findings, there is no doubt that the 

perceived advantages can exceed the disadvantages of utilizing AI and does so 

often. It is worth noting, however, that the development and implementation of AI 

is a costly and time-consuming activity, and that there is always a significant risk 

of failing no matter how much research is conducted beforehand. Despite the 

proposed advantages of the technology and the excessive AI hype presented by 

the media, we want to stress that AI is not magic and increasing organizational 

knowledge and managing expectations are paramount to companies that aim to 

augment their decision-making processes with AI.  

Moving forward, our research suggests that understanding the full spectrum of 

AI's impact on decision-making requires a deep exploration of its integration and 

implications within an organizational context. As such, we call for further 

research on the emotional responses by end-users towards AI and the usage of 

other heuristics, as these responses can significantly affect the acceptance, trust, 

and ultimately, the value derived from such models. Furthermore, we propose that 

future studies could focus on how organizations should design supportive cultural 

environments that foster AI innovation, while considering the phenomenon from 

both a change management perspective, and a learning perspective. 
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To conclude this dissertation, we want to highlight that while the journey towards 

AI-augmented decision-making is complex and filled with unavoidable 

challenges, it also presents numerous opportunities for organizations willing to 

navigate this minefield. As this is critical for organizational competitiveness, it is 

vital to escape “the dungeon” in which AI does not “exist”. Although this can be a 

frightening process, we would like to round off with the optimistic words of 

Stephen Hawking:  

 

I am an optimist and I believe that we can create AI for the good of the 

world. That it can work in harmony with us. We simply need to be aware 

of the dangers, identify them, employ the best possible practice and 

management, and prepare for its consequences well in advance. (Kharpal, 

2017).  
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8.0 Appendix 
Semi-Structured Interview Guide 

Introduction: 

Thanks for meeting us, we really appreciate it. Just before we start: We would like 
to record the conversation to transcribe and categorize the data after the interview. 
This will only be used in connection with our master's thesis, and all audio 
recordings and associated transcription documents will be stored securely and 
deleted by the end of the project on July 3, 2023. Is it okay that we record and 
transcribe the conversation?  

-> If okay, start recording.  

We would also like to remind you that participation is voluntary and that you can 
withdraw from the project at any time if you want. Furthermore, we anticipate that 
the interview will take up to one hour. 

Do you have any questions before we begin? 

Explanation of: Who we are, what are we looking into and what do we aim to get 
out of this interview. 

Questions: 

Introductory Questions 

1.   Who are you, and what is your role? How long have you been working in 
the company? 

2.    Briefly describe the company/department you work for. 

Topic – AI 

3. What does artificial intelligence mean to you? What is your definition? 

4. How do you perceive the attitude within the company regarding the 

implementation of AI? 

5. What is your attitude?  

6. Has AI been adopted in other parts of the company? Are there different 

types of AI? 

7. How many people are working with AI in the organization? 
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Topic – AI in Decision-Making Processes 

8. Can you describe a case where you have used AI? 
9. How did the project start? Who started it? What was the motivation behind 

it?  

10. How long have you been working on the case? What is the status of the 

project? 

11. Can you describe the decision-making process in the case as it was before 

the use of AI? 

- How did you experience the decision-making process here? 

12. Can you describe the decision-making process in the case as it is now 
(after implementation)? 

- How did you experience the decision-making process here? 

13. What are the advantages of using AI in the decision-making process? 

- Higher strategic goal achievement? 
- How does the implementation of AI align with the company/group 

strategy? 
- Increased task efficiency? Speed? 
- Automation? 
- Cost savings? 
- More rational decision-making? (Explain rationality if not known) 
- Sustainability? 
- Does the decision-making process improve? Better decisions? 

14. What are the disadvantages/limitations of using AI in the decision-making 
process? 

- Explanation problems (transparency and trust) 
- Biases 

15.  How are incorrect answers addressed during training? 

16.  What obstacles have you encountered in implementing AI in the decision-
making process? 

17.  How do you ensure that the use of AI does not negatively affect privacy 
and data security? 
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18.  Have you received feedback from customers or other stakeholders 
regarding the use of AI? 

19.  Is the use of AI publicly visible? 

20.  How do you envision this process in the future with more advanced 
technology and models? 

21.  Do you have any tips/suggestions for other organizations considering 
implementing AI in their processes? 

Concluding Questions 

22.  Is there anything we haven't asked about that you think is relevant to 
mention? 

23.  Is there anything else you would like to know about our thesis? 

24.  Do you know anyone else we should talk to? Someone directly affected 
by the implementation of AI, i.e., Managers, colleagues, customers, or others? 

 


